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There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 3, 1951

Early Training Does It
A couple of weeks ago the Fulton Rotary
of

Club ente_rtained the three sports coaches

Fulton High School and found out that a new

I Tidbits of Kentucky Folklore

From tallow candles, to electric lights is a long
way to cover in a half century. From oxcarts
to supprsonic planes is equally far. And it is
an odd thing that the gadgets that only the
are now mere playthings of anybody. All of
this we have been told over and over. Sometimes we almost believe that we have come as
far in our thinking as we have in mechanical
invention. If you will stop and think a little
you will see that we are often riding in modern
air chariots when our poor brains are doing no-

deal has been instituted hereabouts in sports
circles which is calculated to pay some good
dividends in future teams.

seen.

Phipps and Jim Cullivan have-something. As
Cullivan (football line coach) put it, "early
training and influence makes high school ball

A great tragedy of our age, and I am not
merely a man bordering on old age when I
say it, has been the inadequate leadership to
help bridge the phenomenal gap between yesterday and today in our lives. The atom bomb

teams" . .. and Jim plans to put in lots of

is not the only thing that has suddenly found

time teaching the younger fellows in Junior

its way into our lives before we have worked
out ways to combat its influence. When our
educational system needed reforms, who could
lead except those who had grown up without

High a lot of fundamentals, so when 'they are
old enough to get on the big teams, they are
right at home with the game.
With this sort of a program being instituted during the basketball season, the gym fills
ip after school each day with young fellows
'earning to pivot, pass, shoot and handle the
before they are old enough or tall enough
to make the varsity team.
How has it done so far? .... next fall 13
isotball lettermen will be back, filling every
position and giving Coach Hogg some vital
"depth" in all of them; only two seniors are
being lost by graduation. Next year's basketball team will irtclude every member of this
year's lettermen except one .... and will add
a promising crop of first-year men who are
cutting their teeth on fundamentals this year.

the very systems that were being inaugurated?
Our towns and cities, built on horse-and-buggy lines, are now crowded to bursting with the
automobile traffic.
The narrow, one-way
streets of nearly every town are plain evidences that we have outgrown the horse and
its days. But how could any one have foreseen the tremendous change and built for it?
My home town, and probably yours, is beset
with a traffic problem that seems incapable
of solution by any known means. Problems of
food have grown unbelievably, also.
When
forward-looking citizens wanted an ordinance
prohibiting the sale of unpasteurized milk or
milk products, many prominent people, including some of the town's wiseacres, came to
the meeting to protest. Fortunately, tho. %au

It is a fine thing for such a small enrollment as Fulton to be able to undertake such
.a program, and as a matter of fact it is about
the only way that the school can build exper-

had the matter in hand knew enough to s.ience even the most -moss-backed old-thners.

;mced, teams to compete on equal terms with
fame of the neighboring communities this size.

Later, however, a pure-food law dealing N. ith
public eating places met defeat, largely be-

Olge41.1#ed Olgdelwaii43#td

"As a rule we prefer tenants with no children—however,
Itt
in this case....

From The Files:

Taizoti. Bach The elach
•
February 6, 1925:
The 1924 cotton crop in Fulton
County was the biggest and most
profitable ever grown; Total average yield of 2-3 of a bale per
acre, much more than in almost
any cotton district of Mississippi
or the
older
cotton-growing
states.
Evans Drug Company, organized here when Walter Evans left
Mayfield about three years ago,
has been incorporated by W. W.
Evans, Harvey Boaz and Charles
B. Holloway.
Editor C. P. J. Mooney of the
Memphis
Commercial Appeal,
and Mr. Pelley of the Illinois
Central system will be featured
speakers at the big Chamber of
Commerce banquet at the Usona
hate' next Tuesday.

'The Worm Turns

John Thompson, farmer of near
Fulton, anno-unces his candidacy
for Sheriff; Guy Hale of Hickman
announces hi., candidacy
for
county court clerk.

Business has finally come up vvith a neiv
attacks by
government
-say to fight off
„agencies, according to Ralph Hendershot, finuncial editor of the New York World Tele-

_home. There spake an
old-timer, one who
should go roll out his rubber-tired buggy and
hitch his high-stepping horse to it. Which reminds me of the remark.one of our ex-faculty-

Work on the new Fulton-Hickman road will begin about April,
Judge Chas. Nugent said
this
week.

..mam_ The technique: carry the case to the
public. A successful example of the new ap-

members made when extracurricular activities were being discussed: "Students don't
need any recreation; they are not here for
that." Horse and buggy, here I come!

finally picked on one company which was not
willing to fight
only financially able but

As the son of a doctor and a life-long supporter of medical science, I often wonder at
the thin veneer of moderness that most of us

back," Hendershot wrote. "And the company
followed the same tactics of going directly to

have when we suddenly get sick. Quack remedies are just as plentiful as when doctors

the publc"—through news releases and advertising messages whicn carried its side of
'the story. The new policy, Hendershot be-

knew just about one tenth of what they are
required to know today. The only difference
is that the quackery so often offered us costs

lieves, is "all to the good. The public is en-

more and has a worse tasLe.

titled to know both sirles of aiay story, which
haci not been the ease heretofore. Because of

situation but

'the government's prestge and unlimited resources, and because of its vast army of press
agents, it had been able literally to propagandize an

organization out of

business."

Now, apparently, the shoe is on the other foot
,Since A-& P has carried its case to the public,
says Hendershot, Attorney General McGrath
"has said that he is willing to forego his proposal to split the A & P into several imits."

Expecting a GI check??
Some 200,000 National service life insur-

school refuse to believe the findings of scientiists and go back to their herb tonics or modern representatives of them. Of course, the
scarcity of doctors in some places helps this
pathetic return to asafoetida pills and burdock bitters or whatever else we seem to have
outgrown. The very fact that smallpox breaks
out every season in a great many places is
proof positive, as the advertisements say, that
we have failed to take advantage of what has
been proved so many times that only the very
dumb would deny it.

such

As a middle-aged man who has lifted up
his small voice always for progress, I want to
say that the hardest thing we have to face is
plain laziness.
We know enough to reduce

Veterans are warning to "keep. mail receptacles locked" while awaiting the checks,

much of our misers; folk thinking and foolish
loyalties to an impossible past often leave us
not appreciably better that our remote ances-

ance (GI) dividend checks are being mailed
out a day to veterans, which prompts a timely warning from Washington to recipients, and
to businessmen and others

who cash

checks_

who specialize in rifling mail boxes for such

tors. Mark Twain said very wisely that the
parts of the Bible that he did not understand
did not trouble him; the parts he did under-

checks.

>land worried him most.

Business men and all other persons cashing government checks are warned again that
this new flood of insurance dividend checks
may tempt thieves and forgers and "any per-

Intellectually, as well as politically, the
direction of all true progress is toward great-

and to remove the checks from the xnail boxes
as soon as they arrive, so as to balk thieves

son who cashes a check on a forged signature
is the loser," has to wake good the full
amonnt
insurance check is
The veteran whose
a
stolen will be able eventually to obtain
duplicate, but that vrill require much red tape
and many months of deism. B.isuald he wiser
Is watch the snail box.

Mrs. J.
beautiful
morning
Christian

M. Culver
gave a
solo at the
Sunday
service at the
First
Church.

M. F. DeMyer, Fulton jeweler,
is now making radio sets to order, with as many sets of tubes
as desired; cabinets
containing
batteries and wiring may be made
to match individual home furnishings if desired. Connections are
made without an amplifier, and
tuning is so simple that even a
child can do it.

I do not mean

that the doctors themselves are victims of this
that the die-hards of the old

er freedom, and alOng an endless succession
of ideas.—Bovee.
I find the great -thing in th.s world is not
so much where we stand, as in what directi;71
we are moving.—Oliver Wendell Holmes.
All that is human must retrograde if it do
not advance.—Gibbon.

the KPA and the Committee. It
follows:
Kentucky Press Association
For Meritorious Service
To All Whom These Presents
Shall Come, Greetings:
EWING GALLOWAY
is awarded this citation in grateful recognition for exemplary
service to the newspaper fraternity of Kentucky, and for the
highest devotion to the ideals,
ethics, and canons of journalism.
Awarded at Louisville this 26th
day of January, A. D. 1950.
J. M. Willis, President.
Joe LaGore, Vice-President.
Douglas Cornette, Chairman,
,, xecutive Committee
Victor R. Portmann,
Secretary-Manager.

Dick Oberlin:

- cause of a lack of organized public opinion.
On this occasion one of the city fathers is re* puted to have said that people should eat at

proach, says Hendershot, is the.A & P's cur-rent battle against a federal suit to break up
the 90-year-old food chain. "The government

by McFeatters

WE ARE STILL OF THE FOLK
Superficially we have come a long way
from a time when all of us could be classed
as of the folk. In a single generation all sorts
of inventions have lessened distance, have
brought bodily comforts, have prolonged life.

chariots when our poor brains are doing rro
more thinking than they did when the county
seats was the farthest place that we had ever

Now Coach Bill Hogg and assistants Guy

[_TRICTLY BUSINESS

when big meetings are to be held,
beMr. Schacter himself still
longs to us.
places in the
And there are
state that need the Schacter touch
to put them in motion.
Harry
My first meeting with
Schacter, which
lasted half an
hour, was spiritukil regeneration.
Outside Hende• son County I had
been useless to my native state.
Schacter inspired me wIth high
resolutions. He seems to do that
to nearly everybody he meets.
The Inventory Conference of
the Committee for Kentucky was
an event doubly memorable
in
the life of your scribe. The first
reason was the conference itself.
The second was a surprise incident durin the joint meeting of

John Culver, who came to Fulton some years ago from Clarksdale, Miss., operates a very successful ice cream plant here, with
a branch in Dyersburg.
Miss Blanche Trevathan of Ful_
ton and Bryant W. Goodwyn of
Paducah were married this week
in a ceremony at Mayfield's Hall
hotel.
Pierce News: A going - away
party was given to Messrs. Man-

nx. Pierce and Commodore Maynard Saturday night a Ahe home
of J. G. Pierce. These young men
left for St. Louis Tuesday night.
We are sorry for our young men
to try these wild-goose chases—
chasing the money-tree.
February 7, 1930:
Fulton was thrown into a furorof excitement Tuesday morning
when word was flashed over town
that a captured
crook had cut
Chief of Police Bailey Huddleston's throat from ear to ear and shot him; also shooting
confectionery owner F. M. Barrett. The
wounded men were rushed
to
Dr. Cohn's office, where
Drs.
Cohn,
Jones,
Luten, Major,
Wright and Craton worked
to
save their lives; a special 2-car
train rushed them to Paducah,
where Barrett died and Huddlestton remained in a critical condition.
BRIEFS: Mr. and Mrs. Lee Elden Earl announce the birth of a
daughter,- Peggy Lee; more than a
half-hundred guests attended a
- Silver tea at the home of
Mr.
and Mrs. R. H. Wade given 1 y
the Missionary
Society of the
Presbyterian Church; Supt. Vest
C. Myers handed in his resign,:tion Monday as head of the Fui
ton Public school system to accept a position in Chicago; Mr
and Mrs. R. A. Brady who are
leaving for California to make
their home, were honored at
going-away theater party Friday
by Mrs. A. G. Baldrdge and Mrs.
Vodie Hardin; Hillard H. Bugg
has bought the S. A. Hagler grocery on Walnut street, and took
active charge on the first of the
month.
Pending ratification by
the
South Fulton City
council, the
City of Fulton has agreed to renew its contract for fire protection in South Fulton.

This space
today is
drected
primarily at the Johnnies-CorneLately — the procrastinators —
the very wonderful people who
always have such good intentions
but who frequently put things off
until it's too late.
Usually these folks go around
with a troubled conscience, very
worried because they
forget to
do somehting
which they had
every
intention of doing, but
which srnply escaped their attention.
After- you read this, there just
won't be any excuse!
Perhaps by this time vou are
thoroughly, fed up with reading
about infantile paralysis
and
hearing about the
fund-raising
campaign. Newspapers and radio
programs have been full of it for
the past fey,. weeks. The campaign offcally
ended with the
last day of January., but certainly
if you failed to make a contribution and take care of it right away, it would be considered a
part of the annual drive. There
are sorne interesting figures about
polio which were provided to nie
by the Kentucky Chapter of the
National
Foundation in wh;ch
you will certainly be interested.
In the frist place. there were
692 cases in Kentucky last year.
This makes Irving Wayne, Jefferson County Polio Fund Chairman,
major ph-ophet since last
September. when wc had only 425
cases. Mr. Wayne f
a total for the year of '!..•arly
700
cases."
But even Mr.
NV;
know at that time he• really
critical the 1949 epidem'c was to
be.
Last year more than a thousand
polio patients were cared for in
Kentucky. This included the a.-nv
cases, and those cases from ,--evious years which suffered :•evere paralysis
which
requires
long-cont!nuing treatment. The
cost of tt•PAt•:-, 'he average Polio

case is $2,000, but there are some
stricken
victims in
Kentucky
who have been under treatment
since the epidemic of 1944 — who
still are being cared for and who
have.cost more than $10,000 each
so far.
Last year there were two unusual things about our near-epidemic of polio. First, it attacked
many more grown-ups than in:
fantile paralysis
usually does.
Second, 52 of the 692 cases had
to receive iron lung treatment.
That, my friends, costs lost of
money.
Kentucky raised
$628,000 for
polio last year. Of this amount
$34,000 (half the total) was sent
to National Headquartws. This
is under the formulafwhich provides thalf the amount raised be
kept locally and half goes to the
National Foundation for its epidemic fund, and a vast research
program, which is really the ultimate hope or checking this dread
d isease.
The Kentucky epidemic was so
bad that the National Foundation
had to return to Kentucky $128,800 from its
epidemic special
fund.
Our quota this year is $500,000.
It's a quota which must be raised
at all costs. Kentucky of all states,
has reaped vast benefits from the
national funds. In the space
of
five years, we had two very black
years for polio. We do not know
when it will strike again. The
money must be forthcoming.
And just for the sake of the
skeptics who are prone to worry
about how much of our money
is wasted, here's another interesting fact. The total' administrative
cost of the Kentucky Chapter is
Gaily two and six-tenths cents Out
of every dollar contribuied.• In
other words,
ninety-seven and
four-tenths of every dollar you
give actually goes nto the trenches in the death battle with The
Crippler.
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FULTON'S NEWEST AND
FINEST AMBULANCE
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
Adult Funerals from $99.50

Mr. and Mrs. Will McClure of
No. 13 spent last week
arremg
relatives in Austin Springs .. . .
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Glover
announce the birth of a son; •taP
Ed Frields & Son Lumber Company has
purchased a shingle
mill; Mr. and Mrs. George Barber have returned from Cleveland
and are locating at Dukedom.

Ewing Galloway:

keotiachf Cot 47/te Maacit
"The job for the Committee for
a good job, but by continuing unKentucky is finished — the job til now it got some kind of betterhas
for the people of Kentucky
ment work started in at least 100
just begun"—Harry W. Schacter. of the 120 counties.
In the last half of that sentence
That civic improvement
orthe president of the Committee ganizations already at work will
for Kentucky said a mouthful.
continue indefinitely there is no
I was stunned when, several reason to doubt. Arid new ones
an- will be organized. For the state.at
months ago, Mr. Schacter
already there
nounced that the Committee large there are
agencies for making
would wind up its job early in statewide
1950. I thought the organization Kentucky a better state. These
should have been continued indef- are the Kentucky Chamber of
initely. and it took me a long Commerce, the Agricultural and
time to change my opinion. But Industrial Development Board,
Community
-now I can see that the original and the Bureau of
purpose was to give the people a Service of the University of KenCommon- tucky.
true p,cture of our
At least one mbibe organization
wealth and let them see why we
and
were, to use a baseball term a is needed--one for health
cellar •team in the league of 48 public welfare. Possibly one for
states. It was not the purpose of education; certainly if the Partr the Committee for Kentucky it- ent-Teachers are not the right orself to carry out the big job of ganization for the job.
Most of the leaders in the Commaking us a first division team.
Kentucky will
be
The Committee might have mittee for
organizations
quit two years ago and called it available to local

SHRINKAGE SOLVED!
PERFECT SIZING IN
PARISIAN CLEANING!

NEW RAI

309 MILES
MAIN LINE

when you send
Your clothes will aot shrink
is a part of
sizing
them to PARISIAN. Proper
Call 14.
service.
fine
usual
PARISIAN'S

PA RISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners
PHONE 14
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The Woman's Page

THES
[
E WOMEN!

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
PHONE WU
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LOIS JEAN HINDMAN
appointed dining table overlaid
COMPLIMENTE DWITH
with a lace cloth and centered
LOVELY LUNCHEON
with an arrangement of yellow
Mrs. Gilson Latta was hostess I tulips in a blue bowl, other guests
to a lovely luncheon Thursday at were seated at card tables. Each
her home in Water Valley compli- place was marked with attracmenting Miss Lois Jean Hind- tive place cards.
man.
Miss Hindman Wore an attracArtistic arrangements of spring!Itive blue printed redingote over
flowers carrying out a blue and navy and a hat of pink felt. The
yellow color scheme added ad hostess presented her with a iris
rcorsage and a lovely gift. Mrs.
'colorful note to the house.
Leon Bondurant and Miss CarolA delicious three course lunch- yn Hill
of Houston, Texas were
eon was served the henoree
and ' given guest gifts.
seven guests at the
beautifully
(;,..IL
_
,,•
Miss Hindman
_

RUPTURE

THROW AWAY Th"t °Id

truss with harness of leather,
elastic, straps, belts.
11"S 11ERE — THE SENSATI
ONAL NEW INVENTION
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors--Acclaimed by
actual wearers as World'.
greatect dseovery for rupture —
Lasts Indefinitely — Always
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight
408 Lake Street
• Phones 70-428

CITY DRUG CO

Notice to Members of

MOOSE LODGE NO,, 1/65
Fulton, Kentucky
Meeting Nights Are Changed To:
Officers' meeting, First & Third Friday Nites.
Regular Lodge meetings, second and fourth
Friday nights, each month.
NEW LOCATION OF MOOSII HALL:
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR

Wlictic‘er you hip a light switch. buy shoes or
bake a cake. we're lose to your daily life. For we
haul coal that generates electricity, materials that
make up shoes and the ingredients for cakes.
If you'll check back on all the "makings" of your
daily life, you'll find the Illinois Central shared
in delivering most of them to you. As
Mid-America's No. 1 delivery boy, we
hauled almost two million carloads
of 'freight a total of 575 million
miles last year. Some 37,500 Illinois
Central railroaders did the job with
$730,000,000 worth of uinsportation
property. At the same time we carried
42% million passengers aboard our trains.
The year's delivery service cost us $132,000,000
for wages, $70,500,000 for materials, supplies
and outside services and $30,000,000 for
taxes..These expenses, and all others, were
paid out of charges averaging lyso per
ton-mile for freight and 20 per mile for
passengers.
You'll also be interested to know that
during 1949 we added some 6,900 new
freight cars to our delivery fleet and
laid new antl heavier rail on 309 miles
of main line track to better our service to Mid-America.
In accomplishing all this we paid our
own way, used our own property (paying
taxes on all of it) and received no subsidies
from any source. For the Illinois Central is
determined to earn the friendship and patronage
of the people along its lines.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President

ILUNOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
MAIN LINE OF MID,AMERICA

By d'Alesstio I

Miss Katherine Williamson, Miss t
Jessie Marie Harding, Miss Jean
Crocker, Miss Patsy Green, J. C.
Sugg, Dr. J. L. Jones, Sr., David
Sundwick, Tommy Nall, Mrs. F.
A. Cole, Rev. C. E. Hawkins and
C. L. Maddox.

CLYDE WILLIAMS
HOST FRIDAY TO
DUCK SUPPER

408 Eddings Street

Ann Whitnel
Licensed Funeral Director

MRS. FLY
ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Joe Fly entertained the
Thursday evening bridge
club
Thursday evening at her home on
Bates street.
Progressions of contract were
enjoyed during the evening. High
score prize was awarded
Miss
Adolphus Latta and Mrs. Gerald
Rachel won the
bridge
bingo
prize.
At the close of the games the
hatess served strawberry shortcake and coffee.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
Ralph Breeden
Apprentice Funeral Director

P. C. Jones,
Licensed Funeral Director and Itnabalmes.

1

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Ftmeral Hass ter, and
of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Borba AsnemintIss,

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES

Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Mr. Clyde P. Williams Sr., was
host to a duck supper
Friday
n.ght at his home on Reed street.
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
Covers for eight were laid at
"Jim is bringing r
this show tomorrow night so I
the dining table, the central apthought I'd better see it tonight!"
pointment of which was an arFor Prompt Service Phone 502
rangement of colorful spring
Mrs. M. W. Haws, Mrs. L. H. Methodist Church was honored flowers.
Howard, Mrs. Ward Bushart, Mrs. Thursday evening with a lovely
A delicious- supper was served
Dudley Meacham, Miss
Beetle party given by Mrs. C. L. Maddox The guests were Leslie Weeks,
Sue Meacham, Mrs. Maxwell Mc- at her home on Eddings street.
Olive Street
Fulton,Ky.
Ernest Fall, Sr., Joe Davis, Leon
Dade, Mrs. Horton Baird,
Mrs. The guests were members of Browder, Dr. Glenn Bushart, Dr.
Parks Weeks, Miss Mary Swann the choir of the First Methodist Ward Bushart
and Bob White.
Bushart, Mrs. Hendon
Wright, Church of which Miss Hindman
Mrs. Leon Bondurant, Miss Carol- is a member.
yn Hill, Mrs. Leon Browder, Mrs.
The honoree wore an attractive
W. L. Holland, Miss Jean Atkins,
knitted suit of pale green.
Mrs. Norman Terry, Mrs. Charles
The evening was spent informThomas, Mrs. Jasper Vowell, Mrs.
Felix Gossum, Jr., Mrs. Charles ally and later in the evening, lovely refresh.ments of sandwiches„
Browder, Mrs. Elizabeth
Snow,
Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mrs. J. C. nuts and tea was served from the
Scruggs, Miss Grace Hill, Mrs. lace draped dining table centered
Walter Hill, Mrs. Ann Whitnell, with an attractive arrangement
Mrs. Frank Beadles and Mrs. R. of white flowers in crystal holders. lairs. Stella Yates presided at
H. White.
the tea table. Mrs. Yates and Mrs.
serving Coco-Coin
Hattie Woods assisted in enterMRS. FRANK BEADLES
taining.
ENTERTAINS WFTH
servos hosistioNsy
The honoree was presented a
LOVELY LUNCHEON
lovely gift.
!Mrs. Frank Beadles vies gracious
Guests were: • Miss Hindman,
hostess to a lovely one o'clock Mrs. M. W. Haws, Mrs. Stella
luncheon Friday at her home on Yates, Mrs. Hattie Woods, Mrs.
Third street comphmenting the Hugh Pigue, Mrs. R. H. Harding.
members of her bridge club and
five tahlus of guests.
Bouquets of beautiful
spring
flowers were arranged throughout the house. The dining table,
overlaid with a cutwork cloth,
was centered with an arrangement of- yellow tulips in a brass
bowl.
A delicious luncheon was served to twenty-nine guests seated
Value throughout — and easy to own —
at card tables.
liberal trade-in, easy terms. See it note.
Bridge was enjoyed during the 3 modals —3i24.95 — $179.95.
41.4for it risks,. say
afternoon with Mrs. Gilson Latta
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY ire
boti trakit-tuarkt
receving high score prize for the BENNETT ELECT
RIC
was tAt SOMe Ming.
members, Miss Mary Swann BusFULTON
COCA-CO
BOWLIN
LA
CO.,
G
INC.
Main
si7
Fulton
hart, second high and Mrs. W. T.
Browning, low.
Mrs. Louis Weaks was high
scorer for the guests and
Mrs.
Claude Freeman was low.
Mrs. Beadles presented lovely
gifts to Miss Lois Jean Hindman,
Mrs. Leon Bondurant and
Miss
Carolyn Hill of Houston, Texas.
Club members attending were
Mesdames, W. T. Browning, Maxwell McDade, Horton Baird, Vernon Owen, Arch Huddleston, Jr.,
Uel Killebrew, W. L. Holland,
Gilson Latta and Misses Mary
Swann Busart and Mayme Bennett.
Guests were Mesdames, Weaks,
Freeman, tr. L. Bushart, Jack
Thorpe, Ann Whitnel, Fred Gib---••
son, R. V. Putnam,..Jr., R. H.
Wade, J. E. Fall, Jr., IL W. Bushart, R. A. Binford;Howard Edwards, Hamer Wilson, J.
C.
Scruggs, R. H. White, Charles
Fields, Leon Bondurant, Elizabeth Snow and Misses Carolyn
Hill and Lois Jean Hindman.

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

Refresh...add zest to the ..0e
hou:r

Chevrolet alone
in the low-price field gives you highest dollar value
... famous Fisher Body ... lower cost motoring!

MRS. C. L. MADDOX
HONORS BRIDE-ELECT
WITH LOVELY PARTY
Miss Lois Jean Hindman, who
will be married to Arthur Rodney Miller of Gaithersburg, Md.,
Saturday, February 4 at the First

and Finest... at Lowest Cost!

The Sayteline De tone 4-0oor Sedan

Do you suffer distress troi
-n)
—

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

'Pei°

which makes you
NERVOUS
days 'before'?
Do femalefunctional monthly ant
ailments make
you suffer pain,feel so strangely
restless, weak—at such times,
or just before your period?
Then start taking Lydia E.
Pink ham's Vegetable Compound about ten days before
to relieve such symptoms.
Pinkham's Compound works
through the sympathetic nervous system. Regular use of
Lydia Pinkham's Compotmd
helps build up resistance against
this annoying distress.
Trail/ the woman's friend
Note: Or you may prefer
Lydia E. Pinkham's TABLETS
with added iron.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
e VEGETABLE COMPOUND

SELLER • • • AMERICA'S BEST BUY!
Here's your buy for 1950 ... for all the things you want in a
motor car at lowest cost .. . the new Chevrolet with StyleStar Body by Fisher!
It's the one and only low-priced car that offers you a choice
of automatic or standard drive .. . with the thrilling new
Powerglide Automatic Transmis.sion and new 105-h.p.
Valve-in-Head Engine for finest automatic drive results ...
and with a highly improved, more powerful Valve-in-Head
engine and the farnous Silent Synchro-Mesh Transmission
for finest standard drive results—at lowest cost.

Ch•rrokt—ond Chevrolet oloore---hrings you
thews asIvanIngft,
lowelt1 cost, NEW STYLE-STAR BODIES BY FISFIER . . NEW TWOTONE FISHER INTERIORS ... CENTER-POINT STEERING AND UNIT''ED
KNEE-ACTION RIDE . . . CURVED WINDSHIELD WITH PANORAMIC
VISIBIUTY . . . BIGGEST OF AU. LOW-PRICED CARS . . MMUS/
CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES . EXTRA-ECONOMICAL TO OWN.
OPERATE AND MAINTAIN.

POILAFEjtiAA

AUTOMATIC TR ANSIAMMOM

Combination of Powerglide Traturnicrion and 105-kgi.. Engine
optional on De Laze model' al exalts owe.

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 LAKE STREET

PHONE
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BRIDE-ELECT
HONORED WITH
BRIDGE SHOWER

Mrs. Charles Cannon is attend
, ing Farm and Home Week
Lexington this week. Sne
delegate from the Fulton llonic
makers Club.

Ni
FULTO
FRI-SAT

GHOSTT"„NE LOOSE
PLUS

"The Son of
David Crocket"
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February 5-6-7
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YS HERE: Fuiton Lions today have as their program the Union
striae atisiant le, a 10-piece unit recently formed from the largr orches,ra.
the ensemble pictured above durin,g a recent practice
Foregroand (left to right) Paul Luton, violinist; Marie
• . •t; Dorothy Ams, pianist. and D0111111 Gartiner, cellist:
row) Dr. D. A. Gardner, bass; Bruce Dyer. violinist:
r." Jernigan, violinist; Mrs. Don Gardner, violinist; Pmviolinist and J. L. Glover, violist,
"
_

3, 1950

Fri

COUPLE CO5IPLIMENTED
MTH DINNER PARTY

Lou Emma Cheniae and
Miss Lois Jean Hirt-Ilan was II. C. Santa Jr., who will be mara ried Sunday, Feiaittary 5. were
evening with
honored
Friday eveniiie
coinplimented
lovely bridge showi7r givenMrs. Ruth Scott end Mrs. C. C. with a loVely diener party given
Mrs. by Mrs. David Holloway and Mrs.
iiiime of
McCollum at
Wales Austin at t!'e home of Mrs.
McCollum on 'Valout street.
Holloway on Second Street.
At the conci i:ion of the games
A delectable supper was served
of bridge Mrs. Lacrence iloiliind buffet style from the pill. apscore prise,
was. awarded high
cent ed
Mrs. painted dining table
which was pottery vases,
with a pink" pottery wishin well
P. J. Trinca received hose as sec- filled with
eenry
cactus of
ond prize, Mrs. Norman Terry, twined a round it. Miss
Jane Ausnote paper as low and Mrs. Waltin assisted in serving.
J •
ter Voelpel, costume jewelry as
The guests were
seated at
bridge bingo.
card tables in the living Toom.
Bridge guests were: Miss Hind- The honored couple was presented
M. W. Haws. a
man, Mesdames,
lovely piece of their silver in
Dudley Meacham, Ward Bushart, the Rose Point pattern.
Maxwell McDade, Horton Baird,
Miss Cheniae wore a grey gabWright, J. C. Scruggs, ardine suit.
Hendon
Thomas,
Gilson Latta, Charles
The guest list
included the
Jasper Vowell, Felix Gossum, Sr., honored couple, Miss Joel GoldFelix Gossum, Jr., Walter Voel- en, DickM Holloway, Miss Bonpet, P. J. Trinca, Parks Weaks, nie Roach, Jack Austin, Miss Joy
Leon Browder, Norman Terry. W. Taylor, Neal Etheridge, Miss AlAnn
L. Holland, Ilugh Piaui%
ma Morgan, Williatr Moss KimWhitnel, A. B. Roberts, Frank bill, Miss Patricia Sublette and
Beadles, Russell Pitchford, and Ray Steele.
Misa Jean AtkinN
Tea guests were Mesdames. I,.
Miss Grace Hill is the guest of
Snow,
Howard, Elizabeth
Miss Mary Loil llubbard of LouisBrowder,
Charles
Ernest Jenk'ns.
ville-this week.
Sue
H. B. Houston, Misses Bertie'
Dr. and Mrs Russell Rudd are
Meacham, Barbara Roberts end
visiting relativ-s in Orlando' and
Marjorie Puckett.
sA,
Miami, Florida.
Others invited but unatile to
underDonna Gayle Gerling
attend were: Miss 'Mary Fran-ces
Roberts, Miss Grace Hill, Miss went an appendectomy Monday
Marls' Swann Bushart, Mrs. Guy at the Fulton llospital. She is doing nicely.
Irby and Mrs. Harry Murphy.

Ar- Jones, Jr., was low.
guests.
and out-of-town
rangements of garden as and ferr
The guest list included. the
February 8-9
decorated the reception room an,' honoree, Mesdames, M. W. Haws.
contared R. W. Bushart. Wright, Thomas.
In a wedding of simplicity and beauty. Miss Neiie Sizzle, datiali- the bride's table was
lonhole load of flmtPyieltiE55 FUNa.1 ter of
Carter,
Jails
Mrs. Leland Adatns and Otis Bizzle of Fulton, became the v.ith a beautiful tiered wedding J. L. Jones, Jr..
Brander
cake surrounded with gardenios. Jasper Vowell, Felix Gossum, Jr .
bride of Henry Logan Brandon, son of Rev. and Mrs. B. H.
Harat
o'clock
four
at
afternoon
Steagall P. J. Trinca. Parks Weaks, Gilof Cross Plains, Tenn., Saturday
Miss Pettus and Miss
well Chapel Westminister Presbyterian Church in Nashville, Tenn. assisted in serving. son Latta, W. L. Holland, Leon
i..1 ,
Garlands of southern smilax interspersed v..ith garcien as.. decorLater in the evening, the eels ."'rovader, J. C. Scruggs Elizabeth
4 d.est'Sta-s.c
ated the altar rail and the altar. On either side of the altar were iarge
Ann Whitnei,
-1,..
COY mom
k"
white urns filled with gladioli. Lighted white tapers in biz,ncheci tale left for a bridal trip to Fla anow, R. H. Wade,
and NassauaFor traveling the C. L. Maddox. Hugh Katie. Dudaandelabra cast a soit glow over the nuptial scene.
c:,,,,,,7,0
ea
cerene
.
The Rev. Branclon, father of the groom, ocrformed the
bride wore a tailored wool suit in ley Meacham. Maxwell McDade, I
,i(k.,,,
- _,c0SON .
follomang a musical program presented by Mrs. Joseph Var. ezickle. a toast color woven
p.-7,14._,,—
with gold liarton Baird. B. B. Henderson,'
organist.
It cOct N,,,,,
Jr.,
Goodrum,
R.
,
,.
Char/es
Mrs.
and
vocalist,
threads, a sea foam green straw Riehlrd Gerri-li. W. H. Sow(11.
tuk: h-,A,, '
at
6, The lovely bride. who was giv- 'hat with a double brim and trim- Steve Wiley, L4ilis Weaks. Wal'
- oPc,t, i
'
'‘,
WS a
'
father, med with matching! velvat ribbon 7Th• Voelpel. Thomas Mahan. and
en Ti marriage by her
MRS. WIGGINS
en.' atisse; Maly Swann Busha_r_t and
c - ,re ansexquisite gown of whne
;ies w.rc
'Gfeat 4
er accesso,
HOSTESS TO
NE
, nylon net distinguished iee a
_Enjoy nev. outfits
her top coat v.-as dce o gold woo! Ilertie Sue Meacham.
BR/DGE CLUB
eellfig ,, /*
•i.vis,:cesot‘iiid
Mrs. Frank-Wirt-Ms was- hest- ,ecta neaklins," a fitted boehee and She 'ewe
'
ir •
---- every season.... arid ,
•
—
interspersee to her lapel.
MRS. BALDRIDGE
Thursday' evlening to `tha a very 'full skirt
eas
ea,- 47E-0/Nicoloe
save. It's so easy with
a.th any petals of white velaaa
members of her Ttiesday
On their return. Mr. and Mrs. COMPLEHENTS
the All-New NEW
!"- Bruicion will maee teeir borro in TUESDAY CLUB
E-X-T-R-A
With this she wore 'all
club.
tha net a _ta'
William satintlets
HOME. You just guide
Mrs.
Two guests,
the Rci.ert E. Lee Apartmentaan
'
erawas
Baldridge
Mrs. A. G.
"Fight For Better
Stokes and Mrs. Ernest McCollum over the hands a eire:le. s:
the material—sa,ur
Nashville•
c•ous hostess to the members
were included in the two tables eralength veil of illas.on which " Fulton guests who
Schools"
attendeci he Tuesday afternoon bridge clua
NEW HOME dees the
was attached to a- tire• hat tre - the wedding were: Mr. and Mrs
(March of Dimes. 1
of members.
end several guests at her horne
test. See the distinctive
was high med with petals of Ve!V.,7.. She
Mrs. Alex Leneave
Leland Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Otis or. Fourth street.
Chantilly
fan
Mrs.
white
and
a.
for
carried
members"
new models today.
the
scorer
COMING SOON
W. L. Ledbetter, Mr
Mrs.
Bizzle,
.nie
svere
Games of contract
lace marked with a white orchid
Stokes for the guests.
Mr. and ed during the afternoon.
Manley,
B.
J.
Mrs,
and
Mrs
A lovely salad plate was served at the base and showered with
WiliretaVeteet %,:41
Tillman Adams, Mr. and T. a Carter received high 'score
caught to Mrs.
blossoms
hyacinth
at the close of the games.
iii
IIInf IP llo
Mrs. H. J. Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. prize for the club members. and
DIFALIN
were Mes- streamers of white ribbon. Her
Members playing
Priiitt.
high
Mrs. C. C. Maxfield' won
—PLUS-double James
Boyd, only ornament
was a
Leneave, Paul
dames,
Mrs.
guests.
the
for
score prize
a gift of the
Daniels strand of pearls,
Grady Varden, John
MRS. HUTCHERSON
HENRY maeGAN 5,,,,,,,,
H. G. Tyrell of Knoxville, Tenn ,
Charles Rice and H. H. Bugg.
'groom
ENTERTAINS WITH
was given a guest gift.
M -ss Dorothy Nanney of May- LUNCHEON FRIDAY
MesMembers playing were
Phone 470 For Job Printing
rnaid of
field was the bride's
was dames. Carter, Guy Gingles, Ben
Mrs. J. E. Hutcherson
honor and she wore a sea foam
Evans, Abe Jolley, V. L. Freegreen taffeta made along lines hostess to a lovely luncheon Friman, L. O. Bradford and Clan:imilar to the bride's gown with day complimenting the members
tCTI MeaChaM. Guests were Mcsthe neckline outlined a-ith deee, of the Gay Ninet es Rook Club
dames, Maxfield, H. G. Tyrell,
fluted hinds of the fabric. with and se .-cral guests. '
Mrs. Brooks Henderson, Erniat
303 Walnut St.
the fluted bands being bodice.
durine the
Fall, Sr., and T. M. Frinalin
effect.
reforming a semi-bustle
Read
_
Mrs.
_
F.
I.
with
rezi_re
a ceiving high score prize
Her taffeta gauntlets were .n
ane
rnatc'ning shade and she carried Mrs. Ernest' Bell low for
the
; an arm bouquet of deep rose col- members. Mrs. W. L. Joyner waas seen in
carnations and her only high scorer for the
guests and
; ored
jewelry was a choker necklace of Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt, low.
CHARM
pearls.
Members attending were Mes• Preceding the ceremony, Miss dames: Read, Bell, Lynn -Taylor.
PetJane Steagall and Miss Ive
Eunice Robinson, Dick Bard, Ear:
They Boaz and Miss Lena
tus lighted the candles.
McKeen
winter
wore identical models of
Guests were Mesdames: Joyner.
simpink and blue taffeta made
Dimmitt. R. M. Belew, Herman
ilar to that of the honor attend- Snow, Morton Williams,
Lor
of
ants and v..ore arrangements
Hattie
Brown, John Brinkley,
spring flowers in their hair.
Mrs.
Wood, M. L. McDade and
Thompson of MemW. R. Brandon of Trion, GaC Katherine
served as his brother's best man
Invest in
M. MISS HINDMAN
and ushers included Allen
O'Brien of Springfield, Tenn., and HONORED WITH
Young
loe W. Matthews of Memphis.
DESSERT BRIDGE
America ...
Mrs. Adams, mother of the
In another of lovely pre-nuptiall
daughter's
bride, chose for her
help the
Of parties given for Miss Lois Jean
wedding a dressmaker suit
Arthur
of
elect
bride
Hindman,
revers
featuring
in
Scouts
silk
blue
navy
of coral colored faille.'Her navy Rodney Miller of Gaithersburg,
their drive
with Md., was the lovely dessert bridge
trimmed
straw hat was
''ZyN
rtleonseted
by Miss
touches of coral flowers and her given Monday evening
or funds.
f
Geed Beaxkttpint
Terry
'ter
accessories were navy. Mrs. Bran- • Jean Atkins, Mrs. Norman
the
don, mother of the bridegroom, i and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell at
Third
Assist this
also wore a navy blue outfit with home of Miss Atkins on
ts.
7
matching hat and they both wore street.
splendid
Games of contract were enjoyshoulder corsages of purple orSTRENGTHEN
ed during the evening.
movement in
chids.
THE ARM OF e,
the
Mrs. Hendon Wright was high
following
Immediately
erery
way
rethe, scorer for the evening and
mother of
ceremony, the
ONLY
Mrs.
jewery,
you can
bride, entertained at the Hund- ceived costume
the Charles Thomas second high, was
red Oaks for members of
through
party , given note paper and Mrs. J. L.
two families, the bridal
Most flattering Flef ever.. Baby-doll toes, New scarf
the year!
bow! Flirty lo-dip sides'

i
Mrs. Ae
ry, spei
Mrs. Mi
Word
day moi
Less Fa
He was
William
of this
The C
day afte
ing witt
J. E.

yo

Miss Nelle Bizzle Weds Henry Brandon In
Beautiful Ceremony At Nashville Saturday •
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Easy Terms
20-Year
guarantee.
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GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Phone 185

FEBRUARY 6 To 12 IS

FUI

BOY SCOUT WEEK

$5.95

TH ANNIVERSARY
CRUSADE 1910.1950

r.. .

ORDER BY MAIL
Nome

411

Zone
IDC•S.

EICRAFIG.

c o0

11111111W1111

If there is
a boy in
your family
who is
net a Scout,
why not
arrange to
have him
attend the
next meeting
with your
neighborhood
troop or
Cub pack?

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
ZE

ICED

WINES

Address
City

LIBERTY-

210 Chu

GIVE GENEROUSLY TO THL

WHISKEY

State

Add ISC for Penne@

GIN
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DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
IMINIMININIEMIWEIF ITS NEW, DOTTY HAS TI'M

•"Buck Bushart"

!1'
Per

Te4esciav,

A

This messa,ge sponsored by

INC.

Depot Street

Annual Drive For Funds

Fulton

FOAD HONIRA
-
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McClanahan.
We have learned that
Mrs.
Lee Duke fell on the streets of
Fulton Saturay afternoon
and
received an injured knee. She is
a paticnt in the Fulton Hospital.
We wish for her a speedy
recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cooley and
, boys spent FridaY night with his
mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.

Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Wooten, last week
wAh Mr. and
Mrs.
Mrs. Agnes Wooten and son, Lar- Mack Dunn.
ry, spent Monday with Mr. and
The Woman's Society of ChristAUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Mike Pitman.
ian Service of
the
Methodist
Word was received here Tues- Churekmet Thursday
Mrs. Carey Frields
afternoon
day morning of the death of Mr. • at the home of Mrs. Bryan
McCoy, Jr., and
Bishop . Mrs. Fred
Farmer
in
Less
Louisville, Ky. for their Mission
children, Patti and Freddie Ray
Study.
He was a brother-in-law of W. P.
of Memphis spent this past week' Mrs. Betty Story
returne,latoWilliams and Mrs. Cora Farmer
Mid.with parents„ Mr. ancL Mrs.
her home in Lone Oak after atthis
community.
of
Clyde Johnson near here. The Community Club met Tues- tending the bedside of her lathMr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis and
day afternoon at the sehool build- er, Me. Manning, who is ill at the baby daughter, Sammie
Jane,
home of another daughter, Mrs.
ing with a good attendance.
spent this past Sunday with Mr.
J. E. Nell of Arkansas visited W. P. Williams.
and Mrs. George Haygood. Mr.
J. C. Hicks and Harold Puckett and Mrs. D. A. Mathis were also
spent Thursday in Memphis.
dinner guests.
Mrs. Roy Latta and Mrs. PortThe new Browning road here
er Pillow
attended the show, is in a deplorable condition since
"Hamlet"
at
the
Orpheum recent heavy rains. Some of thc
theatre Thursday afternoon.
!worst mud pockets have had runL.. D. Wilson of Newark, New , ways laid so that school buses
lersey visited Wednesday with I ean get over daily. The highway
his uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs: machinery came over a portion of
Roy Latta.
the road Saturday which helped
Mr. and Mrs. D. Dodds
of considerably. Some sections are
Krebs Station visitefi Mr. Man- l kept dragged by citizens who own
ning last week.
tractors.
Miss Geraldine Hall and Mrs.
E21 Frields has returned home
Etta Colley shopped in Mayfield from Haws Hospital and is makFriday afternoon.
ing satisfactory improvement.
Mrs. Jack McClain has returnMrs. Nathan Gossum was hostess to the S. O. S. Club Friday ed home from Haws Hospital and
night. Mrs. Arthur Rose was al- is making improvement.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Glass
so given n pink and blue shower
and children of Mayfield were
by the club:
For An rypes
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Manning and Sunday dinner guests of parents,
son of Bell Rive, Ill., visited his Mr. and Mrs. J. Clyde Johnson.
a°f
father, Mr. Manning.
Mr. and Mrs. Covene Hastings
nd Exterior
The community extends sym- and Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hayes
pathy to Mrs. Hayden Harris on and baby son, Roger, left ThursSurfaces
the death of her
father,
Mr. day for Detroit after several days
John Frazier of Harris Station.
here. They were called home due
The American
Legion
will to the sudden
passing of Mrs.
sponsor the Mason Hall Melody Hastings' father, Mr. George W.
Boys- frclay night, February 3 at Puckett.
7 o'ciock at the school building. ; Mrs. Loy Abernathy ,is on the
The puhlic is invited to attend. ' sick list and under the care of
Mr. anti Mrs. William Nance of her family doctor.
Krebs Station, Mr. and Mrs. WilMrs. Curtis Davidson was carlie William, and son of Paducah ;.ed to Haws Hospital where she
v.sited last
week with
th:.ir is a patient.
;,randfather, Mr. Manning.
Mr. and Mrs. Artell Vincent
Mo:. and Mrs. Harry Tibbs and spent the weekend with parents.
‘;'1-PITISBE ie;" I
daughter. Jltnr. visited -Intr. -nnrt Mr. arid Mrs. Bobbie McCOIIinn,
!""a'..=;•.;,r-r111
Mrs. J. C. McAlister Thursday State Line Road.
night.
of
Reports from the bedside
Mrs. liettie Mullins has return- Mrs. Ella Smott, Akron, Ohio,
ed- to her home here after spend- who has been very sick the past
-ing sonic time with her sister- , few weeks, are that her improveHopkins , ment is slow. We hope soon to
in-law, Mrs. Rebecca
Watersperr Enamol Is
north of town.
have better news.
economical to uso. It
Mrs. Bettie Williams spent the
brushes on smoothly and
weekend with Mrs. Minnie Pigue. , MRS. BONDURANT
Sunday afternoon callers in the , ENTERTAINS WITH
evenly and retains its high
home of Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pit- 1DESSERT BRIDGE
luster for years.
man were, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
FLOR14101—
Mullin% of Fulton and Mr. Hus- 1 Mrs. Leon Bondurant of HousIniorlor Oe extetior $5.15
has been the
ton, Texas, who
ton Owen.
floors.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum of house guest of Miss Mary Swann
SUN-P11001.--.
$5.13
hostess
Pilot Oak community spent Sun- Bushart, was gracious
House Paint.
and Saturday. afternoa to a lovely
day with his parents, Mr.
WALLHIDI —
dessert bridge et the home of Miss
$4.00 Mrs. Robert Gossum.
One coat Flat.
Chapman, Bushart on Third street
Mr. and Mrs. Bill
The guests were served a lovRoper of
Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
Mayfield spent Sunday with Mrs.
M. E. Aydelotte and Miss Stella.
Mrs. Cora Farmer spent the
weekend in Fulton with her sisMr.
ter, Mrs. D. J. Stokes and
Stokes. The occasion was . Mrs.
.
Stokes' birthday.
Miss Wanda Sue Rhodes spent
Corns In today for fill booklet,
and
Saturday night with Mr.
Dynoonloa for your Horns..
Mrs. J. N. Rhodes.
Mrs. Lon Kimbell of Fulgham
FULTON PAINT & visited Friday with her mother,
Mrs. M. E. Aydelotte and Stella.
GLASS COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cooley and
Phone
909
210 Church St.
boys spent last weekend in Fulton with her mother, Mrs. Jocie

BUY
you CANis
8ETTER

A
1101/SMOLD ENAMEL

t
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ely dessert after which games of food sale to be held February 11, Judy Browning, Sidney Callihan, Garrett L. Withers, Kentucky
contract were enjoyed.
' the place to be announced later. lEugenia Harris, Jim and Al BusDemocrat, to the Senate JudiciAfter the
Mrs. Howard Edwards received
business meeting, hart and the honoree.
:try C ,
imittee has been
anhigh score prize, Mrs. Joe Treas, Mrs. Clarence Ree& read an innouno. ,v Senate administri,li,,n
second high and
Mrs. Frank teresting' paper entitled, "Lydia
WITHERS APPOINTED
of the Bible," the first woman to
Beadles, lovv.
leader-The
appointment of Senator
Guests were:
Mrs. Edwards, be converted.
During the social hour
Mrs. Treas, Mrs. Beadles, Mrs.
Ward Bushart, Mrs. Uel Kille- hostess served delicious refresh.
Killebrew, Mrs. Harry Bushart, merits
'
PETERS DIAD.IONT, BRAND
Mrs. Charles,Fields, Mrs. Gilson
Latta, Mrs. iforton Baird, Mrs. W. MISS NANCY BUSHART
COMPLIMENTED ON
L. Holland, Mrs. Maxwell
McDade, Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr., EIGHTH BIRTHDAY
Mrs. W. T. Browning, Mrs. RobLittle Miss Nancy Bushart was
ert A. Binford, and Misses Paul- honored on her eighth birthday
SIZES 1 - 8; NEOLITE SOLES: sTEIll. ARCO
ine Thompson and Carolyn Hill.. Tuesday
afternoon
with
a
Mrs. Charles Tyner and
Miss theatre party given by her mothVirginia Howard were tea guests. er, Mrs. H. L. Bushart.
The honoree and little guests
204 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KY.
EPISCOPgL GUILD
were given bars of candy before
HAS MEETING WITH
going to the show and after the
MRS. BOB BINFORD
show refreshments were served
at the City Drug store.
Mrs. Bob Binford was hostess
Nancy received
many
nice —Most Complete Stock
to the
Woman's
Guild of the gifts.
Trinity Episcopal Church WedThe guest list included, Mary
nesday night at her home
on Ann Bennett, Susan
Bushart,
Third street.
Lynn Bushart, Carol McNeilley,
There were twelve
members Jean Burnette, Susanne
and
present.
Sharrye Johnson of Water Valley,
Mrs. J. D. White, chairman, Susan McDade, Ann and Patsy
conducted the business
session Fall, Millie and Betty McDade,
and during the session it was de- Judy Burton, Barbara Ann Boyd,
Phone 237
412 Lake Street
cided for the Guild to have a Nancy Dame, Sandra Stephenson, .---_ _

Boys sue,

Forrester's Shoe Shop

PITTSBURGH

WATERSPAR

f You Want To

SELL IT
To the farmer and the Farm Family in the

FULTON TRADE AREA
ou'vet;ot to

A

PITTSBURGH PAINT
LOOK BE+TE0
i.oNGERLt

TELL IT
To them Ihniugh the paper they read.

THE FULTON NEWS
With two-thirds of its circulation going to rural subscribers _

REACHES DOUBLE
the

RURAL AUDIENCE

No One Need Know You're

HARD OF
HEARING

"
ANY OTHER PUBLICATION
in the area offers.

BUYER and SELLER, MERCHANT and FARMER have
alike found that advertising in the NEWS produces a PROFITABLE RETURN because it SELLS MERCHANDISE.
because it REACHES THE FARM MARKET and
because it is READ FROM COVER TO COVER.

We Want To Buy Your:
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN
HIGHEST MARKET PRICES!

*

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

We Sell Surge Milkers

with the Phantomold
You'll feel poised and relaxed with
the new Beltone Phantomold becaust
no button shows in your ear. Comi
hs, phone or mail coupon today fot
valuable FREE booklet.

*

*

Because Fulton trade is, in the majority, dependent on the
rural area surrounding Fulton, more Fulton firmg ere depending on the NEWS to carry their advertising message to their
customers and potential customers than ever before.

Installed and in Operation in Three Hours

All Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
and All Kinds of Field Seeds
Our Specialty:
WE CLEAN ALL TYPES OF FIELD SEED.
SUCH AS JAP, KOREAN, KOBE,
SERICEA,ETC.

Mono-Pac
One-UnIt Heisting Ald
13elitirne
FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
Mail us your battery orders
We pay postage
Write for home demonstration.
NO COST — NO OrtLIGATION

O. A. Roland
314li Broadway. Paducah, Ky.
Please visit our new offices.
FREE BOOK - MAIL COUPON

We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing and Metal Roofing.

I

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

I

Send me FREE booklet that tells how I cae
hon. with NO BL/TTON in my ear.

I

Toms

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

Bettone Hearing Service
Box 727. Paducah, Ky.

Name
Address

State
.441,

I

•

THE NEWS
"Serving The Ken-Tenn Territory"

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
LYNNVILLE
%V. E. McClain
Miller of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Paris, Tenn., visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Miller.
Mc- 1
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Clain and son, Alberts have been
sick with colds and sore throats.
Airs. A. B. Glover is some better and able to be up again.
Uncle Tom Bynum is about the

same and is still confined to his
bed.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Allen and
boys, Horace and Dorris of May-Mcfield, Mr. and Mrs. Rubin
Clain of Aiayfield. Stanley Gargus of Mayfield, and Rev. Jack
McClain of Fulgham were weekend vlsitors of Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
McClain.
Mrs. Jack
McClain has retturned home from the hospital.

Only

TAYLOR'S

Dependable,
Good Quality
109 CHURCH ST.
t I TON
PHONE 183

CONCERT ORCHESTRA
(so • ARTISTS • 64)
— Siesta&

N E MARVEY
KIRSTEN

SAIL

KENYON • MANNERS
CHRISTINA CARROLL
•

ill and is reporting Wednesdays
lem.
Perry Browder's condition re- to the Fuller Gillium Hospital F
mains serious in the Union City in Mayfield for treatment.
, Mr. and Mrs. Powelle Melton
Clinic.
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and daugh- of Erie, Pa., are home visiting and
weekend Sherry visited Pilot Oak school
ter, Susan, spent the
with Mrs.
Regina Horton and Monday. All were proud to see
Sherry back again.
daughter in town.
visiting his
Lad Stokes is
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs—Ber- - CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Spirit" is the subject of the
ry Stokes in Paducah.
which will be
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier Lesson-Sermon
Science
and family, and Mr. and Mrs. C. read in all Christian
J. Bowers visited Mr. and Mrs. churches throughout the world on
Odie Leigh near Rives Sunday af- Sunday, February 5, 1950.
ROCK SPRINGS
The Golden Text is: "Where
ternoon.
Nettie Lee Copelen
Tuesday, February 7 will be a the Spirit of the Lord is, there -is
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates and work day for Palestine
Home- liberty." (II Cor. 3:17)
Among the citations which
Martha Kay Copelen spent Sat- makers at Community Center
urday night and Sunday
with making shades of parchment and comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
Pressie More and family.
Mr. fabric. The material has arrived. the following from the Bible:
there be that ar,
and Mrs. Chris Jones were SunMr. and Mrs. Randle McAlister "For though
day afternoon visitors.
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Dur- called gods, whether in heaven
in
earth, (as there be gods man-, .
Mrs. Frieda Walston visited a- ward McAlister and family spent
while Tuesday afternoon
with Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Hom- lords many) But to us there is
one God, the Father, of whom are
Mrs. Ella Veatch.
er Weatherspoon and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott
Mrs. Nora Byrns is spending a all things, and we in him." (I Cor
spent awhile Sunday afternoon few days with
her daughter, 8:5, 6)
with Mr. and Mrs. Luther Elliott. Mrs. Richard Mobley and
Mr.
Airs. Ophelia
Purcell
and Mobley.
PERSONALS
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Nelson of
1Byrd, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Veatch Dukedom were guests of
Robert Burrow who -has EN.,
Mr.
and Max visited awhile Wednes- and Mrs. Lewis Thompson Sun_ ill of virus pneumonia is irnpr,.,
Mrs. day afternoon.
Mr. and
day night with
ing at his honie on
Jeffer—•
James Veatch and family.
street. '
Luther Veatch spent
ThursMr. and Airs. William McDa0,
PILOT OAK.
day afternoon with Bob Veatch
and children, Betty and Mill
and family.
Mrs. B. G. Lowry
Ann attended the Ice Follies 1:
Mrs. Clara Byrd spent Wednes- Several gathered at the home Memphis Sunday.
day with Mrs. Julia Byrd.
of Mr. and Mrs. -Clarence French
Misses Betty Lynn Johlison art,i
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon visit- Sunday, January 29 with covered Barbara
attended the.
ed Thursday with Marshall and baskets and all enjoyed a nice Follies inRoberts
Memphis Sunday.
Johnnie Moore.
dinner on Mr. French's 50th
Miss Ina Bellew was admitted birthday. Those present were, Mr.
to the F.ulton Hospital Friday. and Mrs. Glenn French, Mr. and
She is getting along fine.
Mrs. 011ie Crider, Annita
and
Jannell, Mr. and Mrs.
Wallice
Burnman and children, Mr. and
PALESTINE
Mrs. Bernice Glisson, Mr. and CaeomulaiooselievespeoultiyhooNtee
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mrs. C. E. Webb, Mr. and Mrs. it gots right so dr saw diat
Lyn Phillip Browder, student Deward Wilson and Evline, Mrs. so help loosen ao4 opal amp=
at University of Kentucky, is Bobbie Lee Vaughan and Jerry phkgm and aid nasal* IP Pribt fly!
had raw, swats. Milamod kiwisabfil
spending the week with his par- French.
mucous coemhasnesTall yczt
e =
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ethel BrowdMr. and Mrs. Chester Owens, so sell you a bottle oi
er.
Peggy and Caroline spent Sunday with the uodersteading you immailki
Helen King of Bowling Green, with Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Work the way k quickly agars op
Ky., spent the weekend with her and Rita.
or you He so haw
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Mr. and Mrs. Burnice Glisson
King.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd RobMr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt and erts Sunday night. Mr. Roberts is
son. Harry, were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Allen
and daughter on West street.
Mrs. Thomas Bruce, delegate of
Palestine Homemakers club, 1Vt
Sunday night for Lexington I°
attend Farm and Home Week.
Congratulations to Mr. Rupert
Jack says she is doing nicely after a serious operation.
Mrs. Virley Allen had a case of
blood poison on her face but is
better at this writing.
Birk McClain is having his
teeth pulled and I expect he has
a sore mouth.
Frank Harrison killed hogs tnis
past week.
Mrs. R. L. Hay is having tiouble
with her teeth and has a swollee.jowl.

RELIEF AT LAST
ForYour C011.11

Browder on his 75th birthday
Sunday. Many returns of the
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts

PADUCAH, FEB. 16
TICKETS NOW ON SALE.
ALL SF.ATS RESERVED — 2.54-3.78
Mailorders — Paducah Concert
Ass n. Box 1012, Paducah, Ky.
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NO
MORE
WAIT

NOW YOU CAN GET STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY 4 YEARS OLD
Straight, Fifths

Bond, Fifths

$4" $4"
Charter Oak
—At Your Favorite Package Store—
'You'll Be Gtad Tomorrow
You Bought Straight Whiskey Today"

TWO-WAY STRETCH
thatk strictly inside stuff

' visited his mother at Fulgham
, Sunday and attended the funeral
l of Mrs. Walter Jacicson at Sa-

Tune in HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Network, every Monday evening.

HERE'S THE NEW 1950 BUICK SUPER 126, companion body-type
to the
equally new ROADMAST ER 130. Both are shorter than last year's 4-door
Sedans—yet 4 inches longer in wheelbase. In both, the difference is used
to give you real stretch-out room in the rear seat.

do you think were installed
in Kentucky in 1949?

W

hat the boys did here really
calls for some medals.

The year 1949 was such a big year in the growth of
telephone
and service, we thought you would
like to know some of the facts and figures. Here's the
story of the year in brief:

New Telephones

New Buildings

More than 52,500 new telephones were installed in Kentucky last year! That's a lot of
telephones, requiring the addition of huge
quantities of wire, cable, poles, central office
equipment and - new buildings or building
additions.

Eight new buildings or building additions
were completed in the state last year and
work is under way on other new building
projects for 1959.

Rural Telephones
Many construction crews were busy stringing lines in rural areas throughout the state
last year and many thousands of new rural
telephones were installed

People at Work
At the close of 1949 thenib were more than
4,500 people employed by Southern Milil
Kentucky. Wages for these men and women
amounted to millions of dollars—a substantial contribution to trade and prosperity
throughout the state.

Money Spent
Kentucky and the South are growing as
This vast expansion and improvement of
never before and we are continuing our alltelephone service in Kentucky in 1949 cost .
out effort to make telephone service conmore than $10,500.000. This was over and
stantly more valuable and available to more
above other millions of dollars paid out in
Kentucky for operating expenses.
and more people.

We gave them the job of coming up
with something that was bigger
inside—for room and comfort—
longer in wheelbase— always important to good riding qualities—
yet unbulky and easy-handling in
over-all dimensions.
Just look how well this tidy number meets these"impossible"specifications!
item one—rear-seat cushions are
a fun foot wider than last year's
SLPERS and ROADMASTERS.
Item two—in every dimension—
leg-room, head-room, hip-room,
shoulder-room—this rear-seat compartment is bigger than previous
models—and nearly four inches
longer, fore and aft, than other
1950 Buick interiors.
Item three — wheelbases are the
longest of our 1950 line. On the
SUPER, it is 125%" instead of
121%2"—on the ROADMASTER 130K,"
instead of 126%".

That means easier parking, easier
tucking away in family garages,
easier maneuvering in crowded
traffic.
There are some other things too.
An extra rear-quarter window not
found in standard 4-door Sedans. A
different upperstructure styling that
makes this body-type stand out as
something pretty special.
Even special names that let you
say, "I drive a SUPER 126" or
"Mine's a ROADMASTER 130,"
just by way of being different.
Yes, we think we hit on a happy
idea in the "Longfellows," as
they're coming to be known. They
are not longer, on the outside, but
there's a two-way stretch—in width
and length—in the rear compartment.
You're going to like that—as you'll
see by calling on your own Buick

dealer. If he doesn't have one on
hand, he can get it pretty promptly
—and at a price and on a deal you'll
have trouble matching, much less
beating, anywhere else:

Features like these mean
BUICK'S THE BUY
HIGHER -COMPRESSION Fireball volve-in.heod
power in three engines, five hp ratings.(New F-263
engine in SUPER models.)
NEW-PATTERN STYUNG, with bumper-guard grilles,
taper-through fenders, "double bubble" taillights.
WIDE-ANGLE VISIBILITY, close-up rood view both
forward and back.
TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE, less aver-oll length for easier
parking and garaging, short turning radius.
EXTRA-WIDE SEATS cradled between the axles.
SOFT BUICK RIDE, from oll-coil springing, Safely.
Ride rims, low-pressure tires, ride.steadying torque.
tube.
DYNAFLOW DRIVE standard on all ROADMASTERS,
optional at extra cost on SUPER and SPECIAL series.
NINETEEN MODELS with Body by Fisher,
WIDE CHOICE Of EQUIPMENT adding flexibility
to prices that bracket every price range above
the
/owest.

comes in — the whok car is shorter
over-all. Actually less from bumper
to bumper than previous Buicks
in these series.
Phone your BUIC1C dealer lor a
demonriration—Rlyht Nowl

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAI3H

so much value ...

... so little cost

compvgy,

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky

'riday, February 3, 1950

^uary 3, 1950
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111. mews ammo" sports/mem them
.days le the merger et two
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Moe aad oatdoor recreation
'amorally. More pages--more
editors—more articles. stories
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schools. She entered Carr
In
stitute in 1938 and
graduated
from Jr. High in 1948.
Amelia has played in the band
for the past 2 years, a member of
the Junior Music Club for
4
years in which
time she was
Historian last year and Pres. this
year, had 9 years of Piano, 2
years voice. and belongs to the
F. H. A. From the looks of things
she has made good use of her life
thus far. Besides all of this she
has one other interest which takes
up much of her time. I'll give
you one guess and the initials are
Glyn Ray Powell.

USED PARTS

IT
S OLD

JP has a fine flame. Could it be
VF. Come on, Joe, speak up.
I wonder who PA likes in the
eighth grade? Could any one tell
me, Paul?
BRP and DPri are
starting
something. We hope it works out.
DJP seems to have his eyes on
a certain,righth grade girl.
It
that right, BC?
We are very glad to see Bobby
Buckingham now playing on the
basketball team. Good luck, Buck.
The Freshman class has
a
new member, Joy Smith, and we
are very glad to have her and
we hope she is liking
Fulton
High.
VM and CS are having a little
trouble.
We hope
everything
works out ok.

School News

By Patsy Green
1See picture on page one)
Amelia Parrish came into the
world with a bang. She was born
on July 4th, 1932 in Martin, Tenn.
She moved to Fulton when she
was 15 months old and has lived
ever since with her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Elledge at 411
Fourth street. She has also gone
all 12 years in the 41(st Fulton
—

1
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USED CARS
General Motor and
Body Repair Work

Willie Thall gets the willie-niMes as the razor's edge wielded by
14'illie Nimmo gets close. Nimmo is a WLW announcer and Thall is
the partner of Ruth Lyons on the "Morning Matinee" weekday program over WLW at 8:30 a.m., EST.

Her favorite sports are swimWe hear LM lost all the manming, tennis,
basketball, and ners she ever had on the train
dancing. Her hobby is playing the Sunday colning back from Mempiano and collecting music.
phis.
She is planning to attend U. K.
with which is combined
major in Home
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way) next fall anci
JUNIOR NEWS
Economics or possibly music.
PHONES: 1655, 1528
BB was -in a very gay mood
Monday. Wonder if that visitor
NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUI
SENIOR NEWS
from Jackson on Sunday
CHICAGO 11. ILLINOIS
had
Everybody is wondering if TG anything to do with it?
and RH have gone back on the
Who was the boy BSJ was seen
steady list.
with last night? Just to give
a
Students! Anytime UC one of hint. he is a Senior.
the "Big Three" be sure to greet
BGB and B Mc, who have been
them with, "What about a BIG each other's one and only for
so
Bulldog?" That is music to their long, are now off the
steady
ears. The only point is that it has beam but are still
dating each
two meanings.
What aboi: it, other.
Jerry?
DC's and BB's flame have reBJG is still tops on BH's list. turned from their trip to NashGood luck, you-all.
ville which make them very hapCould anybody please tell me py. Wonder why NW and
her
why the only thing Hester sings buddy A Mc were singing. "It's
is, "Oh, Johnny." Let us in on Been a Long, Long Ttime."
who is your latest, Hester.
Say, HS how are you and PC
I wonder who "Dee Dee" and
getting along these days? Fine,
"Blondie" are after these days?
we hope.
What about it boys, let us in on
Oh, BEC, I say "R".
your secrets.
Say, WR where did you develop
I wish soitemody would tell
Can't have
me who SSE has her eye on late- the name "sugar"?
glass of milk
any secrets around here as
ly.
I
Has lots of snap
Why is it that LW waits so guess you have found out.
That's good for baby
Where does BSC's heart
bepatiently for Wednesday. Could
After nap.
it be that JD comes home on that long these days? I can't tell you
but maybe he can if he will.
particular day'
What kind of effect does a cerSay, what is this I hear about
BSW and G Mc K. Seems they tain Senior boy have on a very
misunderstanding. talkative Junior girl which makes
had a little
Come on kids, lets forget
and her speechless.
SERVICE AND OUAUTY
forgive.
FRESHMAN NEWS PH stirred up a little excitePHONE 8131
There must be something beWednesday
ment
morning in
home room. Just call her, "Mousy tween MSH and JB. They seem
fo be seen an awful together.
Hall."
MDW and WN are getting aI hear that JW, AF, LS, PG,
BB, had a pretty good time down long just fine. Good luck, kids.
Well, FG and DH seem to be
at AP's house last Friday night.
What was going on to make Mrs. doing ok by themselves. Hands
P stand on her head? BB was off, everybody.
worried about her. She was afraid all the blood
would rush
to her head.
Say. SE and JW how are your
exercises coming along? Noticed
anything different?
REAL ESTATE and
We don't know about the rest
of the classes but the Seniors are PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
worried to death about the telephone strike. What would we do? Office Over City National Bank
No way to get the latest gossip.
Phone 61
Oh, but we will find a way!
FARM
AND
CITY PROPERTY
Who was it that DT was writing to in English class WednesLIST OR BUY WITH US!
I believe his initials are
day?
MN.

h

CALLING ALL

FISHERMEN!

my Monday evening.

lave one on
ty promptly
i deal you'I I
, Much less

CHAS. W. BURROW

BUILT-IN
SEWLIGHT
Large,non-glar•
reflector. "Lightens" your work
at needle.

BUY

I valve-in-head
ings.(New F-263

ter -guard grilles,
vbble" taillights.
rood view bolls

winging, Safety,eadying torqueROADMASTERS,
SPECIAL series.

'alum

Ming flexibility

Ong, above the

tit

build tiepin

HOME
TRIAL
OFFER!

10-Day Free Trial in Your Own Home
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

PORTABLE biSHWASHER
No expense — no obligation. Wash your own
dishes in your own home with the new General
Electric Portable Dishwasher.

CALL US NOW PHONE 1
$10 DOWN
$2.50 PER WEEK

Fulton Hwde. & Furn. Co.
208 LAKE STREET

PHONE 1

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

SPECIAL
9 x 12
LINOLEUM

Gold Seal
Congoleums

e* mean

en the ax/eg.

Tuneville
Trollies and played
"I'll Always be in Love Wilk
You" for AP and JW.
Good luck to you, Alma (BY
a good friend).

GRANDMA SAYS:

•aboui plac-

length for easier
tg radius.

SOPHOMORE NEWS
JH, you are sure to have
a
man. Who is he?
RB, are you really going to
marry JS? If you aren't don't you
realize that you have been dragging him on three years for nothing.
MR, who have you been going
with lately? Is he from here?
JV, have you finally found one
your height?
HW, where do you and JT go
these nights you don't have dates?
It better not be
hunting
for
another woman.
PC it must be nice to have /a
good looking man and also get to
date in a new car.
NB, where do you and BM go
nights? We know you don't stay
home.
It seems that DM has at last
found him a girl. It couldn't be
PM could it, D?
JB, what has happened to you
and your girl?
AP would like to know who
has taken so much interest
in
radio that they have songs dedicated.
Why is PM coming to school
looking so happy
lately?
It
couldn't be because you had a
date with DM the night before
could it, P?
JAL, who is your dream man?
We know you have one.
We did have a new boy
in
school but we don't now. If
want to know ask SM. I bet she
could tell us where he went.
LH, how long has it been since
you went to see your brother? Or
is it your brother?
It seems that MD and CRB have
been seeing a lot of each other.
AL who is your new flame? It
couldn't be BC could it?
JW, what were you bLiying in
town Tuesday
afternoon
and

what are you going to do with it?
We didn't know that AP had
a new boy friend. Poor girl, she
can't see him since he graduated.
The "Killer" sent in a song to

WATCH THIS PAPER FOR DETAILS
OF OUR BIG

FISHING
CONTEST
COMING SOON!

LOTS OF PRIZES

Western Auto Associate Store
Home Owned and operated by Leroy Latta
Fulton
204 Commercial Aye.

SEWMACHINES
DIAL TENSION

Portables and Furniture Styled Cabinets
Smooth,reliable Domestic Sewmachines for
faster, easier sewing. The famous Domestic
your grandmother used — and liked so well
— with all the modern features odded.
Come in and try one yourself. Watch its
smooth operation. Learn the many exclusive
features that can help your sewing ... and
thrill to the handsome, special purpose
cabinets designed for use as desks, tables,
lamp stands for any room in the house.
Headquarters For All Sewing Machine Supplies
Oil ... Belts ... Needles ... Ports

corrrizoi.
Eliminates guess
work. Just set it
by number and

Imo&

AUTOMATC
BOBBIN WINDER
Diseogages automatically Wi1011
bobbin is prop.
erly

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main Street

Fulton

Armstrong

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
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Excessive Moisture :1 Barns Can
Be Removed by Ventilation System

nouncements made recently by
Clarksdale. She treated me so
Mississippi Plantation Life:
the Economic
Cooperation Adnice and would help me if she
ministration. One of these
The Writings Of
ancould. I am glad that she sonic
nouncements contained the folout alright.
Mattie Dear
lowing encouraging information:
I am now fixing to start
to
"Requests of western European
The problem, during cold months.
By IRA MILLER
Oh, give thanks unto the Lord . gardening but I .might be to last.
countries
is
to
Marshall
for
retain
Plan aid
a majority of the heat for he is good.
Farm Etectrification Bureau
.
ECA program, and resolved as during
no, isronte H. Leieht
I've been sick for I read in the Bble where is said
the 1949 calendar
year It has been said that cows produce generated by the cattle and to get rid about
follows:
2 weeks but it seems like when you get sick send for the
FOreigil Aid
were almost equally divided be- enough heat in an average size closed of the excessive moisture. For too
preacher but I see when people
much moisture
in the decay I'm on amend now. What worries
points "We urge that more study be tween industrial items and food barn to warm a fairly large term of barn timbers,results
One of the important
corrosioa of metal me now I can't go to church. My get sick they send for the doctor.
resolved upon by voting delegat- given to the use of these counter- and agricultural goods ... . Pur- home. And that the air exhaled by and the spoilage of hay.
sickness won't allow me to be out I don't know what is wrong.
projects designed chase approvals by ECA through the herd contains enough moisture to
Fortunately, the perforrnance of
es at the 3Ist annual convention part funds on
There must a place of rest
this double ehore la not too difficult. but that is all in life. So I am satof the American Farm Bureau to contribute most to recovery December 20 (1949) showed $1,somewhere,
It can be done effectively through the isfied.
Federation was that foreign aid so that these. countries may con- 810,072,000 allbcated for industuse of • good veatilation system.
But we are having some rainy Where the toils of life must
undertaken by
the tinue their progress at the expir- rial items and $1,767,233,000 earprograrns
Such a system not only will protect
cease;
assist- marked for food and agricultural
United States should be design- ation of United States
the barn, wiring and paint, but also weather. Oh, when I got my pa- A
place where love must forever
commodities . . . . This division
will halp maintain milk production per Saturday and looking on the
by ance?'
ed for maximum self help
The delegates resolved still of commodity funds in 1949 ... .
abide,
at high levels, elimbiate drafts, assure front page I seen
where Miss
participating countries.
further that, in planning
better working conditions, and pro- Mary Jo Westpheling had made Around God's throne in peace.
pro- was
comparable
to
trend
the
delegatthe
time,
same
the
At
vide • healthy atmosphere for the her arrival in this unfriendly All are creatures of
grams for the economic develop- shown in 1948. In that year autha moment,
es noted that large amounts of ment of underdeveloped
stqpk.
areas, orizations for industrial
world. Glad that Mrs. Johanna With toils and cares of every
items
To do Om lob
local currency are accumulating due consideration should
yeattlation had
be
no bad luck and the best
giv- totaled $1,908,000,000, while those
kind;
seesaws should pscfold8 each 1,000in the form of counterpart funds en to maintaining a
proper bal- for food and agricultural corpodpound sow with six chengas of air thing for the Westpheling family Life is but a walking shadow,
in countries participating in the ance bewteen agriculture
pee hour. Alectrin fans, coed toe this to do please raise that child as the Walking the
and ities totalled $1,799,000,000 .
road of life
purpose, generally are rated at from 4.,ord would have it to came. Don't
industrial development in
the
Naturally these are broad figsublime.
1/10 to Ye horsepower. depending on
participating countries.
Accurate....
put
not anything ahead of the
ures. They do not spell out the
the size of the barn and herd. More
The American Farm
Bureau extent to which
industry and
than one fan usually is used in large Master. You must remember the
WORKMANSHIP'
Texas is said to be named afFederation's vigorous support of agriculture actually are assisted.
buildings. Air is drawn out of the Lord giveth and the Lord taketh. ter the
word "Teas"
meaning
.... At Low Cost foreign-aid programs designed But they do indicate real effort
,..stable from a point or points near the I am sure proud to read of the
friends or allies.
"-floor. Where used, intakes are pro- newcomer.
Watches, Clocks a n d 'lime to bring about world reconstruc- on ECA's part in trying to achiMrs. Johanna sure
vided
around
the barn to deliver air
Pieces of
Kinds Accurately tion and recovery was also em- eve a proper balance in its dstriupward against the ceiling without was sweet to me when ,she was in
phasized.
Repaired at Low Cost bybution of U. S. aid to industry
draft. Fans can operate continuously
•
These resolutions in the field and agriculture.
throughout the winter or be con- who feel the same way.
ANDREWS
of international cooperation are
trolled by thermostats and speed reIt is of interest to farmers that
But if we're to continue to enjoy
of particular interest to farmers ECA authorizations
Jewelry Company
one of dte more ducers in very cold weather.
for the first Shaine abom
In addition to winter use, ventilafishing and hunting we must conal view of several significant an- 11 months
widily need types of dairy barn venof 1949 showed that tilation
equipment installed next to tion systems are also being employed serve the wildlife that makes this
the leading food and agricultural
to expel hot air in the sumrner. In
the milker vacuum pump.
these instances, however, larger fans possible.
commodity groups were cotton,
How about in 1950 following
with a total of $490,900,000, and irrigate a garden-quite possible when and motors are used than those genwe realize that moisture is breathed erally reconunended for winter use the ideas-incorporated in a "halfbread grains, $398,700,000. The into
the air at a rate of from 5 to 8 only.
limit club" that was founded some
United Kingdom, with a total of quarts per cow per day.
Ventilation systems operate best years back. A state says you can
$146,900,000, and
But don't try to prove It. It's enough when structures are well insulated.
France, with
Special CAKES For
$117,400,000, received the bulk of just to know-that such conditions ex- Installations can be made easily and take 10 bass or six rabbits or 10
the cotton authorizations. About ist so that something can be done at reasonable cost. Electricity used quail. That's okay, but let's take
about them-particularly in the win- amounts to approximately two kilo- only half that number each trip
Special Eventsone-half of the bread authoriza- ter
when natural ventilation often is watt hours of power per cow pex afield, leaving the rest for stock.
tions were for the United King- inadequate.
month.
Frankly, it means putting a modom.
from the same amount
ral instead of legal limit on the
Counterpart Funds
11949 counterpart fund expendiwildlife we harvest - and the mo
of grain than with
Counterpart funds are the forral limit shoud be controlled by
single-protein
eign currency equivalent of ECA ture program with the rele,ase of
the amount of game or fish we can
dollar grants to
participating 37 billion francs (about $106 milsupplements.
ostly use on the dinner table. It
countnes. The governments de- lion at current rates) for agri•. our family can eat three or four
posit the foreign currency
in cultural and industrial
invest• Abbas, kill that many - not the
special accounts for
industrial. nient. Agriculture's share of this
• umber the law says you can take.
agricultural and other recovery amount is 13.9 billion
francs
\rid the same applies to fish.
projects within each country, and (about $39,714,000).
Of course, the resolution to
and I'm off to market
the funds are released periodicThe State Department's Declard wildlife is the keynote of
By JIM MITCHELL
ally,
with
the
approval
of
ECA.
ember
up to /
1949 monthly magazine of
1 3 FASTER
Il my resolutions - hut let's add UNDERWOOD'S your home
for projects developed by parti- the Office of the U. S.
I don't want to cast any reflect- to be careful with fire arms, shoot town,
High ComHEN PRICES ARE HIGH
dependable balcery, is
cipating countries.
missioner for Germany cites an ions, but are you a member of only game that's in certain killing
ready at short nonce to proWhat use are ECA
nations interesting
//'
illustration of the that group of habitual New Years range, search harder for cripples vide
that special cake for that
making of these
counterpart use of counterpart funds by the resolution makers who say they and dead birds.
special occasion. Put in your
funds? This
question can
be Netherlands. Using p'ctures
to are going to do this or that as the
Also let's make it a point to order
answered in part, at least, with a show the effective
now for a wedding,
use of these old year fades into the new, then treat the farmei
.
and landowner
"'NINA"'
few illustrations.
birthday or party cake - - - funds, the magazine states:
promptly forgets all about them. who gives us a place to hunt and
Italy's program to improve her
and we'll do the rest.
\\\\.‘ 2.-ri L.,
The dike which protected the
I'll have to admit that more fish with more respect in 1950
agricultural production will be
t.
And id the nto.v year let's all be
island of Walcheren- from the Years -than not I Kaye a party to
aided with the release of
350 North Sea was bombed
in Octo- such foolishness, resolving to im- ,ne-man ta.,k forces in wec,rting
million lire (ahoy' 5564,000 at
tht• game hags, the out-of-seaber 1944 and for
more than a prove in the new year but failing
current rates) from the
son gunners find all others who
year its fertile fields and mead- to live up to the patter.
BAKERY
counterpart fund for a lancl refrown
on the game c-de,;:nd laws
I ows lay under six feet of salt
HOG CHOW,
But this year is going to be difclamation project in Lucania. The
controlling wildlife. 3.isnicimber, it ?07 Commercial
water. When the
island
Fulton
was
ferent.
at
least
as
as
far
thb'
outproject, which will proyi0e imMAN!
drained with ECA funds, 3,000 doors is concerned, and I'd like takes only black shocp ip any ar
mediate
employment fig. 450 houses, 250
PHONE
126
to
spoil
the
territory (or all defarms, and thousands for vou to join me in making a set
workers, calls for the irrigation
of trees had been washed away of resolutions for 1950 that will cent sportsmen!
IZ)G CHOW!
of considerable land along the
—
-and the once-fertile
land was make the outdoor sports better 111111111111111111111111111ralla
Agri River and the construction
covered with salt. Today
.
counter- for all of us.
of farm roads. Reclamation
of part funds are helping to
rebuild
First, let's all treat wildlife as
this area will permit the plantthe houses and farms, plant 500,- a valuable resource- a resource
ing of Wheat, corn, potatoes,
000 trees and reclaim the soil to that should be dearly guarded.
beets and other products.
An appreciably add to the NetherActually there is a selfish motive
additional 850 persons are ex- lands'
agricultural production." as far as I'm concerned in this relapected to find farm employment
soultion.
in the Lucania area when
the
Ernest Khourie who has been
I would rather go fishing or
THIS FULL-SIZE, TOP QUALITY
project is completed in
June visiting his mother, Mrs. Alex
hunting than anything else I can
1952, according to ECA. A largKhourie left Monday for Okla., think of. If these sports were taker project of land
reclamation to visit relatives before
returning en away I'd be lost - and there
was started
with counterpart to his home
in Columbus, Ohio.
are many millions of snortsmen
funds in 1948, bringing into production over a million acres.
Records from the Purina farm show
In mid December, ECA approv.that hogs fed Hog Chow make up to
ed the immediate release of 600
million deutsche marks (about
Va faster gains than those led a
$43 million) from the
singic-protein supplement. Many
counter- m
part fund of the Federal Republic
feeders on the Purina Plan market
USX iICA2
of Germany for power projects,
200-1b. hogs in 6 mos. or less(U. S.
industry, agriculture, and housverage is ES-9 mos.) The Purina
James William Martin, of route my work. After the second bottle
ing programs in Western Ger- 4, Lewisburg, Tenn., has been a
Plan helps get hags to market early
of HADACOL I felt better and
many and Berlin.
About 123.5 familiar and popular figure at now after five bottles of HADAwhen prices are usually high. Get
thousands
of
million
old
fashioned
deutsche
enterCOL I feel like I am a new man.
marks
(about
started on the Purina Plan today.
Million deutsche marts (about tainments throughout Tennessee I am going to continue to take
See your Purina Dealer . ..
.ince
he
was
just
a
because HADACOL to help keep well."
able for agricultural
projects the oldtimers claim boy
that young
Martin is just one of countless
aimed at reconstruction of war- Bill can really make a bull fiddle thousands
who suffered because
damaged farms and re-establish- talk "sweet music."
of. a deficiency of B vitamins and
ment of their full productive caThese fans really missed Mar- certain minerals which HADApacity. A sum of 131.5 million tin's music when he did not ap- COL brought to him.
A lack of only a srnall amount
DM has been earmarked to re- pear in his regular program on
the great 50,000'watt WLAC radio of the B Vitamins and certain
lieve the serious housing short- station
409 COLLEGE -ST.
in Nashville, Tenn., re- Minerals will cause digestiMeedisPHONE 620
age in Western Germany
and cently. In fact, they missed him turbances ... Your food awn not
Custom Seed Cleaning
Berlin. The
housing
program for the two weeks that he suf- agree with you . . . y.rap will
Custom Grinding and Mixing
gives consideration to problems ferred the horrors of nervous in- have an upset stomach
You
MIR II PIIIIWISEIRE•1111111 EMU
will suffer from heartbuerie, gas
created by the large influx of digestion and kindred ills.
W
-f• V
IT 1!
pains,
and
your
W r
food
will
sour
on
refugees in Germany.
IA
your stomach, and you will not
la
IS
France recently completed her
be able to eat the things you lilce
for fear of being in misery afterwdrds. Many people also suffer
from constipation. And while
these symptoms may be the results of other causes, they are
..••••
surely and certainly the symptoms and signs of the lack of the
B Vitamins and Minerals which
S2.11 per wk.
HADACOL contains. And if you
111••••••
suffer from such a disorder, there
.
"-"
."'T
.
Full Price $189.9:
is no known cure except the adBond & Lillard IS what it
ministration of the Vitamins and
ks like-a fine whiskey.
the Minerals which your system
lacks.
cmd pow guests will enHADACOL contains not only
joy its smooth Kentucky taste.
one, but 5 of the B Vitamins.
HADACOL contains not only one,
"Unilormly Fine
but 4 of the necessary Minerals.
And a bigger, better buy zwimillommogigitaimonuoRtmoottomags
It comes to you in liquid form,
Since 1869"
easily assimilated in the blood
than this one!
Gi By the Makers of
stream so that it can go to work
James William Martin
America's Leading a
We offer you a genuine 1950 Hot- 9:
right away.
They will be happy' to know /t is easy to understand,
point Electric Range at a market. 'a
Electric Ranges
therenow that Bill is back with the fore, why countless
shattering price-payable on the easi• DEEPWELL COOKER
thousands
bull fiddle and it seems to some have already been
est terms in town! All the joys of
UNITS
•CALROD
that the music is just a little this amazing tonic. benefited by
• HI-SPEED BROILER
cooking electrically can be yours, yet
HADACOL.
sweeter because Bill feels better So, it
•
I-PIECE
STEEL BODY
budget
will
hardly
your
notice
the
now than he ever did 'before be- ... it matters not who you are
•PORCELAIN FINISH
matters not where you live
difference! Come in and judge for
cause he has learned the blessings .
. . or if you have tried all the
, Hmi• dui
yourself!
1.1111'
of HADACOL.
medicines under
Here is Martin's own statement this wonderful the sun, give
preparation
a
about the blessings that HADA- trial. Don't go on
i rifyint FOR THE FINEST -FIRST!
suffering! Don't
LOOK TO itatl
COL brought to him:
continue to lead a
life.
"I am only 24 ycars old but Many persons who miserable
have
suffered
have suffered with the horrors of and waited for
to 20 years or
.tervous indigestion. No food I ate even longer, are10
tri.e"
s.
•1"f;
able now to live
digested well. I suffered severe happy. coinfortable
lives again
headaches. I had difficulty sleep- because
supphed the
ing. I have played with radio VitaminsHADACOL
and Minerals which
b4E-MA
bands and nervous indigestion ef- their systems needed.
KENTUCKY WHISKEY - A BLLIAD
VISOLP
Be fair to
fected my work. I was run down yourself.
Give HADACOL a trial.
and
nervous arid for a time Demand the genuine
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCT& CORPORATION, NEV/ YORK • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
Phone 201
HADACOL
Main Street
lhough: I would have te give up Accept no substitutes.

Farm Bureau News

Stsaic
titi 614owt Wailti#tflon,
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AT THE PURINA FARM...and in
Feedlots Across the Nation
I MAKE UP TO)

/
1 3 MORE PORK

out omen

UNDERWOOD

;.„;udget

Market More Pork from Your Grain
with PURINA HOG CHOW

Hadacol Heips Fo:k
• gr•
Player

Specia11

diArRANCE

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
r
;lama

A GooD CotsWANirog

Now Every Family
Can Enjoy the Big
Advantages of Electric Cooking!

BENNETT ELECTRIC

ebruary 3, 1950
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentuckv

e. She treated me so
would help me if she
am glad that she sonic
at.
,ow fixing to start
to
but I might be to fast.
the Bble where is said
get sick send for the
but I see when people
hey send for the doctor.
low what is wrong.
ist a place of rest
where,
e toile of life must

FULTON ROUTE 3
bus. c. le. Williams

vhere love must forever
Tod's throne ln peace.
reatures of a moment,
and cares of every
ut a walking shadow,
the road of life
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is said to be named afword "Teas"
meaning
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VOOD'S your home
ependable bakery, is
short notice to prospecial cake for that
ccasion. Put in your
ow for a wedding,'
or party cake - - I do the re%t.

•I

IDERWOOD
BAKERY
mercial

•
1 'Mon

PHONE 126
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(Too late for last week)
Frank Parrish enjoyed Sunday
dinner with his sister, Mr. and
Mrs. Clint Reed in Fulton.
Charlotte Williams and Betty
Ridgeway attended the show in
Fulton Sunday afternoon.
The body of Mrs. Frances Nanney of St. Louis was brought to
Fulton Saturday night and was
laid to rtst in Sand Branch Ceme_
tery Sunday
morning at 10
o'clock. Mrs. Nanney was a sister
of Mrs. I. C. Colley. This community wishes to send its sympathy to the family.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Kindred,,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams and
Mrs. Robert -Irvan drove to Hickman Sunday afternoon to see the
high water and found there was
no shortage of water tbere.
Doil Phillips is driving a new
Chevrolet truck.
Mr.-lind Mrs. P. J. Brann attended the show in Fulton Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan
visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter Permenter awhile Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Minnie Jackson, Mrs. Radie Kingston, Mrs. Clara Williams
and Mrs. Estill Brann were shopping in Mayfield.Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Parrish
spent the weekend in Fulton with
Mrs. Parrish's mother, Mrs. Bowlin.
Little Jimmie, son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. R. Pottls, passed
away
Monday morning at four o'clock_
at the Haws Hospital in Fulton after'a long illness. Our sympathy
goes to the family in the loss of
little Jimmy.
Mrs. Bettie Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Williams and Kara
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ross William: in Mayfield Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stephens
had as their Sunday guests their
daughter and family of Clinton.
(This Week)
Mrs. E. M. Coffman and daughter, Margarett, are visiting relatives in Florida.
M. T. Cannon's condition
remains about the same.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams and
daughter and Carl Yates drove to
Memphis Saturday to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Ural Cupples and Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Hopkins and
sun, They drove back Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Yates returned with
them after spending three weeks
with Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins and
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Kindred And
family have moved from
their
farm near Kingston store to the
John Kindred farm near Ruthville. Mr. Simon of Fulton bought
the Guy Kindred farm and has
moved in. We welcome these new
folks to their new home in our
neighbohood.
Mrs. Bettie Williams
visited
Mts. Violet Stewart awhile Tuesday night.
Alton NOely spent Wednesday
nii;ht with Mr. and Airs. Dee
Pick ings.
C.
Kindred was in Nashville
Monday and Tuesday on
business.
Air. and Mrs. Robert Irvan and
Air. and Mrs. C. B. Kindred drove
to Martin Monday and Mr. Kindred lett Martin for Nashville.

HILT N ELECTRICfit FURNITURE cOK.,
Phone 100

NEW LOCATION ••• 217 EAST FOURTH STREET

SATURDAY IS YO

LAST CHANCE
32 - PIECE FLORAL DESIGN

26 - PIECE STAINLF • , JTEEL

Set of Dishes

TablewarJ Set

• A BEAUTIFUL DINNERWARE SET!
• SERVICE FOR SIX
VALUE
$10.00

COMPLETE WITH TRAY! • SERVICE FOR 6!
• LIFETIME SET; NEVER WEARS OUT!
VALUE
$9.00

To Get Your

EE CKET

HOMEMAKERS
TO HAVE TEA
FEBRUARY 9
The Victory Homemakers Club
will have a tea Thursday afternoon, February 9 at two o'clock at
the home of Mrs. Herman Roberts on the Hickman Highway.
The tea will be in honor
of
Mrs. Raymond Harrison, delegate
of the club to Farm and Home
Week in Lexington.
Mrs. Roberts will be assisted
with the tea by Mrs. Luby Howell.
Phone 470 For Job Printing

Q.11 per wk.

VIE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

ail! Price $189.91

:poking!

11111110111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111Pla

ke Makers of
merica's Leading
Electric Ranges

a

PWELL COOKER
ALROD
UNITS
HI-SPEED BROILER
I 1-PIECE STEEL BODY
•PoRCELAIN
11111011111111Iii
'

FINEST —FIRST!

:TRIC

iain Street

ON OUR FIRST DRAWING
On Saturday afternoon we will give away absolutely

1

FREE the above two sets to some lucky ticket-holder who has
come in our store before then and gotten his or her FREE
TICKET.

WHY SHOULDN'T IT BE YOU ?
There are no strings attached to this offer; you have

'10 DOWN

Enjoy
Faultless Reception
Faulty radio reception may
mean only minor, adjustments
are needed. . Our experienced
repair men will service your
radio at reasonable cost. Enjoy faultless radio reception,
again. CALL us.
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
PHONE 4-0-1

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

Friday, January 27, 1950

-

nothing to buy; all we want you to do is to come in our store

YES! WE STILL CARRY
A AND B PACK
RADIO BATTERIES
We maintain a fresh stock at all
Limes; 1000 - Hour Guarantee
Based on Six Months' Service.
REG.5.95
SPECIAL THIS
WEEK ONLY - - - -

495

and get your ticket. This is our way of building traffic in and
out of our store .... we like to see plenty of faces around all
the time!
After Saturday, another big drawing, with new awards,
will be heid NEXT WEEK,and EACH WEEK through February. So come in NEXT WEEK,too, and get another ticket!
You do not have to be present to win; the winners will be notified of their good fortune!

This Week's Hit Parade

We Repair

1. Dear hearts and gentle people.

RADIOS

2. I Can Dream, Can't I.

14 - HOUR SERVICE

4. A Dreamer's Holiday.

IN TODAY - - - - OUT TOMORROW

3. The old Master Painter.

5. Mule Train.

6. Slipping Around.
7. There's No Tomorrow.
R. Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo.
9. Johnson Rag.
10. I've Got a lovely Bunch of
Cocoanuts.

We have a complete line of tubes,
parts, Etc.

NEW RECORDS ARRIVING DAILY!

PICKUP and DELIVERY

Our Record Stock is Catalogued and Displayed For Your Convenient Shopping. Come in and Browse Around!

_

4

_

•

Friday, February 3, 1950

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
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CLASSIFIED ADS
BUY—SELL—BIRE—RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many,for so little.
First Insertion Se per word
(minimum, 58c)
Each Succeeding Insertion I.V2c
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.
•
AUTO GLASS installed while
you wait. Satisfaction guaranteed. Fulton Paint and Glam.
Co. Phone 909.
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps installed. Parks Drilling Co. 304
Paschall Sireet. 1\1,,rtir. Highway, FuIt-a, Ky. Phone 1383.
1 S.HARPe\. DISC blades, mower
blades, any kind of edged tools;
iepair ciccks, sewing machinmotors,
es, lawn mowers, gas
guns of any kind and numeroUs
other things. Leonard Holland.
Located rear of Laird-Gossum
' -Welding Shop, Fulton.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
Rather than box and rethip,
some responsible party with
good credit can take over this
beautiful practically new spinet piano, in mahogany, with
matching bench, only 37 inches
'high, and full 88-note, pay
small down payment and asstsme monthly payments. For
particulars write Steve CampManager, 724
bell, Finance
South 4th St., Louisville, Ky.
and we will arrange for you t,o
see and inspect it.

LOOK AT THESE
HONEST VALUES
(No Ghosts Under the Hoods
All Clean and Ready)
1949 Beautiful Maroon Tudor
Mercury. It has Heat, Music,
Plastic Seats and other extras.
Its a Killer Diller and its trained to slow down for a brunette,
stop for a blonde, or go into
reverse for a redhead. Unusual
gas mileage plus 3 blondes per
gallon. Priced to sell.
1942 Dodge Gray Tudor. Perfect
tires and motor also a fire and
a Fiddle. You can keep up with
the Jones's in this one and its
only $600.00.
1941 Special DeLuxe Chevrolet
5 passenger Coupe with new
Gray finish. It too has Heat and
Music. Don't buy this one if you
mother-in-law
having
are
trouble. Even though you put
the old hag in the back seat you
can still hear her for this motor
is so quiet you hear everything.
It.. a sttral-a $550.00.
11.14 Fordoy Super DeLuxe Ford.
It 114,Aeat and music and
IIIMILLibbcr. It you are tired
of your,,,Stray- Work come in
and
t
about this little
Drive in
Heaven on Wheels.
yourAlict..Bucket of Bolts and
Nuts and if it will pull the
driveway we'll trade.
YACCITY-YACCITY-YAC, We're
not just bumpin' our gums
when we speak of the Jewels
on our lot. Yes Sir, our Kennels are full again and our
Registered K-9's must go too.
Feed is getting high and we
have a few Doggies that need a
good warm home. Come to our
lot and we can convince you
we have Better Cars For Less
Money.

HOLLOWAY'S
USED CARS
Fourth Street
Fulton, Kentucky
Telephone 478

PIOR RENT: 5 room unfurnished
apartment. Private bath. $35 NOTICE: Ingraved wedding inper month. H. L. HARDY.
vitations, announcements, calling cards, and stationery, maybe ordered at anytime from
Scotts Floral Shoppe. Fulton.

FOR SALE

One Mile from Fulton,84
acres with good frontage
'
,311 Union City Highway
•and good gravel road on
two sides. Buyer could divide into sPveral small
tracts prof'4-ably.
See
LEON BROWDER.
Adm'r.

'TYPEWRITERS, ADDINC MACHINES, CASH, REGIS-ERS
SALES, REPAIR, TR..13E
TPULTON OFFICE'SUPPLY CO.
"Everything For The Office"
Phone 85

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
Fulton, Ky.

WANTED: Country limns. Current
market :vices
paid.
SMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.

FOR SALE:
1949 'C" Allis-Chalmers
tractor outfit. Practically new. Sell reasonable.
K. M. WINSTON
Fulton-Dukedom Hwy.
Dukedom, Tenn.

FHA LOANS

McDADE'S
Used Furniture Store
NOTICE: Bring your tractor in
now for spring tune-up. Avoid
'the rush. Paul Nailling Imp.
Co., Fulton, Ky.
'ATTENTION MEN! Many men
are being held back in estabLW-v. themselves in abusiness
Of th,
•,r own due to the lack of
capital. Let us put you in business in City of Fulton, Clinton,
Hickman or Fulton Southeast
Graves Counties. Buy on credit.
The Iine is complete and profitable. Write Rawleigh3s, Dept.
WYL-1071-257, Freeport, Ill.

WHEN DE/373- ANNOY
A' ndr.sli
QaCK L
CONtE DOWN AND GET
THE NEEDED CASH

one)

The Pet Milk Company plant
in Mayfield will construct a nsilk
receiving station in Paris, Tenn.,
next sturuner, serving Carroll,
Benton, Stewing, Houston, Henderson and
Henry
Counties,
company
officials
announced
there last week. Milk
will be
stored at Paris and shipped to
Mayfield. The plant will employ
about 15.

Basketball

To The Public:

1

CLYDE FIELDS

FULTON, KENTUCKY

FORMER OPERATOR OF THE
FRIDAY — SATURDAY

FIELDS SERVICE STATION

FEBRUARY 3-4

TWO
HITS
It I:D RIDER

Love Flies High
ith the

at Main and Church Streets

AIR HOSTESS

Has Leased The

—with—

ROLL THUNDER ROLL

Gloria
HENRY

and

Audrey
LONG

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY
FEBRUAY 5 - 6 - 7

A Doll that says "yes Darling"
that's what Robert Mitchum and
Wendell Corey want for Christmas ... .
but Janet Leigh hands them a shock
that lasts right through New Year's Eve!

CITIES SERVICE STATIOP‘
AT 4TH AND DEPOT STREETS
FROM CHARLES ROBERT BENNETT.
•

Your Patronage Appreciated
•

FEBRUARY 8 - 9

From A Story by Alexandre Dumas
Author of

PROMPT SERVICE - - CAREFUL ATTENTION
SIEGEL EMPLOYEES:
Let me service your car while you are at work. Expert greasing, washing, tire changing and repairing. I'm here to serve you and will appreciate your
business.

'The Three Musketeers' and 'Count of Monte Cristo'
Comes

E 00 PER WEEK

Phone 55

(Continue Irom page

month, and installs as many as a
thousand heaters at a time to derefrigerate refrigertar cam

j

WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY

.....•,•••••

204 --)lpin

NEWSPRINTS

ington, Ky., after a visit to his son on Arch street.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence ed from a visit with the relatives
Holland.
in the country.
An ensemble from the 25-piece
Miss Mary Lee Haws has arrivMr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
Union City String orchestra, inspent Sunday with relatives in ed to attend the Hindman-Miller
cluding ten instruments, has been
wedding.
Dyersburg, Tenn.
formed there and has become a
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hamra spent
feature
favorite entertainment
Buck Bushart has returned
at civic club and church funcfrom a trip to St. Petersburg, and Monday in Memphis.
Misses Cissy Murphy, Ann Mctions.
other points of interest in Fla.
Dade, Nancy Wilson, Ann Latta
PIERCE
STATION
Mr. and Mrs. Searcy Callahan and Carmen
Pigue have returnWhy is a college town a good
Williams and children of Jacksonville, Fla., ed from Nashville where
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
they
town? Look at these figures on
arrived
in
Fulton
to
visit
have
Lexington, home of the University and Mr. and Mrs. Andy Hays of his _mother, Mrs. L. H. Howard attended the Kentucky-Vanderbilt game there Monday night.
More than $15,- Polk were Sunday guests of Mr.
of Kentucky:
and attend the Hindman-Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak
000,000 circulated annually, re- and Mrs. Bill Griffin.
wedding
Saturday.
Bobby Ashley of Hornbeak has
attended the Ice Follies in Memsulting from $9,000,000 spent by
Mrs.
L.
T.
Callahan
Dr.
and
phis Sunday.
spent .by been the guest of his aunt, Mrs.
students, $2,000,000
Lynn
and children, Carol and
• Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer
visitors, $1,000,000 spent for la- Wyatt Hall.
have
arrived
in
Thomas,
III,
and children attended Holiday on
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Manley of
bor, services, maintenance, $500,to
attend
the
Fulton
wedding
of
Roy
Ice in Memphis Sunday.
000 for cafeteria and dining-room Fulton and Mr. and Mrs.
his niece Miss Lois Jean HindMr. and Mrs. Bob Hyland are
food; $2,500,000 for clothes and Adams of Ralston were Sunday man and Rodney Miller Saturday.
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
visiting relatives in Birmingham,
incidental.s.
Mrs.
Dalton
McWherter
of
Ala.
More than 221,000 visitors an- Lowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem visited hIemphis was the weekend guest
(600 per day, average)
nually
Mrs.
Lonnie
of
her
daughter,
come to Lexington for events Mr. and Mrs. Buford Adams near Roper and family on Maple Ave.
Ralston last Sunday.
sponsored by the University.
Mrs. Leon Bondurant and Miss
Earl
Mr. and Mrs. William
Veterinary Service
Monday
for
Carolyn Hill left
Monday
in
Mayfield.
Long
spent
monument comA memorial
home
in
Houston,
Texas,
aftheir
John Braddy and Mrs. Martha
Phone 807-R
Pony recently used a "singing"
Elder were guests of Mrs. Jack , ter a ws,t to Miss Alary Swann
newspaper advertisement to (1)
or Call 70
llo:,
of•
llniversitK
Eddie
of
drivin , I.owe Monday.
dare-devil
discourage
'Kentucky, Lexington spent severMrs.•Ernest
Lowe
and
Mr.
and
thro),Igh town and (2) to pluy its
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rogers spent ' al_ clays'w di) his parents, Mr. anti Dz. H.W.Connaughton
product.
1‘11.,-. S. R. Holt on College Street.'
:Ainday
in Memphis.
TI-1.2 ad, placed :n the Mars Hill
Mrs. Katherine Thompson has
Graduate Veterinarian
Evans
Calvin
and
Mrs.
Mr.
View, v.:its headed, "Sing WhilNIc)mphis
afternoon guests pf returned to lair home
were
Sunday
Located on Martin-Fulton
You Drive" and urged dare-devil
after
it
visit
litittilierto
Mrs.
Jim
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wells.
Highway.
drivers to "sing these hymns as
Jack Lowe and family vvent to IBushart.
%mu prt ss the accelerator to the
return.
'Hickman Sunday afternoon to sce • Mc, C!Irey Frields has
floor:
water. There is no need
"At 45 miles per hour sing the high
far one can see
'It Is Good For Us Lord To Be for going that
plenty here by looking out their
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S TRADITION S
Here.'
"At 55 miles sing: 'Heaven back door.
Is My Home.'
"At 65 miles sing: 'Nearer
PERSONALS
My God To Thee.'
Mrs. H. G. Tyrell has returned
"At 75 miles sing: 'When the
Roll Is Called Up Yonder, I'll to her home in Knoxville, Tenn., 'When basketballs swish through
after a visit with Mrs. V. L. Freethe net with exciting regularity,
Be There.'
it's ten to one the long shots, lay"At 85 miles sing.'When I've man on Third street.
ups and one handers are fired
Gone the Last Mile of the Way.'
Mrs. H. M. McClellan and litwith precision by the members
"At 95 miles sing: 'Lord Pm tle son, Scott, of Independence,
of one of Kentucky's many great
Coming Home.'"
Mo., are the guests of her parbasketball teams.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Mount.
Prom coast to coast eagle eyed
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hannephin
PILOT OAK
scouts watds teams from Ashhave returned from a visit with
Miss Bettye Gorden spent the relatives in Jackson, Tenn.
land to Paducah, anxious to sign
mother,
Mrs.
weekend with her
up die great stars dat are cooMrs. Wales Austin and son ,
windy developed by one of KenLilly Gorden. ,
Jack, are attending a seed meettucky's finest sporting traditions
Mm Allene Lowry and
Mrs.
ing and Farm and Home Week in
Mary Nell Gossum shopped
in
<
Lexington.
Yes, and beer is a
Fulton Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Peggy Scott will arrive
Funeral services were held for
tradition in Kentucky, tool
Wayne Finley Monday afternoon Friday to be an attendant in the
Like basketball, BEER BELONGS
at the Lebanon Church of Christ. Hindman-Miller weding.
in 'Kentucky. Decades before the
Mrs. Paul 4. King of CarbonMisses Dorthey and
Maggie
first improvised barrel hoop was
Yates honored Mr. and Mrs. Gene dale, Ill., who has been the guest
used for the new game of basketYates and Mr. and Mrs. 011ie of Mrs. J. D. White for the past
ball, these same hoops hugged
a
James Yates with a
household three weeks, returned from
barrels of mellow, sparkling beer
shower Saturday afternoon. Many visit in Camden, Tenn., and will
-the beverage of moderation.
nice gifts were received and re- resume her visit with Mrs. White
fresh.ments were served to
a before returning to Carbonclah•.
Copyright 1950,4Ceistsschy Division, U.S. Brewers Fossadation
Read Holland has returned to
large group of friends.
-•
Mrs. B. G. Lowry is spending the Univvrsity of Kentucky, Lexthe week in Lexington attending
Farm and Home Week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Mitchell
were Sunday guests of Mr. mid
Mrs. Roy Emerson.
The Pilot Oak War Horses defeated the Mayfield Cardinals by
a score of 30-20 at the Pilot Oak
gym Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Horn of Mayfield.

occupy the plant.

HOLIDAY AFFAIR

Loans made in all
surrounding towns
in
and Counties
any amount up to
1300 on Furniture,
Automobile, Live.
stock.
Comaker.
Sognature.

SEE US FOR YOUR PHONORECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
pop-tUnes, hillbilly, classies, or
45 RPM, etc. Standard or lorig
playino. Sport Center. 324 Walnut, Fulton, Ky.

Errie Hotel

Joyce Taylor
visited her
Mrs. T. C. House
sister, Mrs. J. E. Finley Friday
afternoon.
Mrs. Linda Moore was the Sunday night guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Crittendon.
Mrs. Edith Yates called on Mrs.
Evaline Yates Monday.
Hainline
Mr. and Mrs. Carl
visited Mr. and Mrs. Treman
Rickman Sunday.
of Greenfield,
Mrs. Doran
Tenn., was the weekend visitor of
her sister, Mrs. Quitman Casey
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Vaughan
and children were guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Beckham
and family Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Hicks
visited Mr. and
and La Donna
Mrs. Everett Carr awhile Sunvisitors
clay afternoon. Other
were Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Fields
and La Don.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House nttended the funeral of Wayne Finley Monday held at the Roberts
Funeral Home in Mayfield. He
was buried in Lebanon cemetely.
Mrs. Tremon Rickman visited
Mrs. Addie Casey and Lila Mae
Friday.
o
Sunday afternoon v isitors
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and
Joyce were, Mrs. Pearl Cooley,
Lee and Billie Johnson and Dean
Crutchfield.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
girls were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Work and Rita Sunday.
Kenneth Doran is spending a
few days with his aunt,
Mrs.
Quitman Casey at this time.
J. J. McNatt is on the sick list.

FOR SALE: 5 room house, two
The
Dresden
Development
barnes, 7% acres of land located in Cayce. For $2,500.00. Company, in stockholders' meeting last week in their new facPosession at once. H. L. Hardy.
tory building there, learned that
FOR SALE: 1 Thor washer with $115,000 in payrolls has been paid
dish washer or dish washer to Dresden employees-since July
separate. Not used but one year. 1st by the Dresden Manufacturing
Phone 470 Charlie Hicks. Ful- Company, garment markers who
ton, Ky.

BARGAINS IN NEW AND
USED FURNITURE
I new Water Fall Walnut finish
41.50
desk (with chair)
1 new Console Table, reg price
12.95
34.50 now only
1 reg. 249.50 bed room suite with
149.50
Cedar Lined Robe ...
Still a few Belgian
1 ?dahogany finish (twin bed) NOTICE:
made Browning automatic shot
149.50
_bed room suite
guns left. Fulton Hardware &
Large selection of other suites.
Furniture Store. Fulton, Ky.
1 new two piece Wine Velour livLake Street.
ing room suite, reg. 149.50 only
-112.50.
FOR SALE: Four baby calves.
1 new reg. 11.95 baby stroller 6.50
Cecil Burnette, Fulton, Ky.
Other strollers 8.95 and up.
1 good used studio couch ....17.50
1 twp piece Mohair living room
qu ite
29.h0
I used r.htform rocker a real
—See—
....
. . 19 95
1 use.d occasional chair like
T. H. "Torn" Cowden
new
S.95 Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
1 good used warm morning type
heater.
- I used gas range( a rehl bargain)

Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
Phone 908
Church Street

DUKEDOM ROUTE 2

imcatee
NW:1AM
;11 4V8111111. Sir N4

BLACK MAGIC
—with—
Orson Welles • Nancy Guild

PhOne 1232

r
" Tukuii,EOZIENDLY Loan Sergi:14.

FIELDS SERVICE STATION
ith and Depot Streets

Telephone 9163

CLYDE FIELDS, Operator

